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ABSTRACT
Numerical phase-averaged wave models are the best option to obtain the spatial and
temporal distribution of the wave energy over a large domain, such as the Gulf of Mexico.
Parallel implementation of unstructured SWAN and WAVEWATCH-III were engaged in this
research to evaluate the performance of third generation wave models for different conditions.
Met-ocean data from a network of NDBC buoys and WAVCIS stations were used to assess the
predictive skills of the wave models.
Deep water wave energy dissipation formulations were carefully analyzed and modified
to improve the accuracy of the bulk wave parameters. Moreover, the importance of the
assumptions for choosing the high frequency cut-off and the slope of the power law for the
frequency tail were highlighted by several simulations using SWAN and WAVEWATCH-III.
The results show that previous underestimation of wave period reported from the WAM-3
formulation of SWAN was partially attributed to the different assumptions used on the high
frequency end of the spectrum.
When waves propagate to shallow water, several other processes affect the wave
spectrum such as dissipation of wave energy by bed friction in non-cohesive environments. The
wave model with an optimized set of coefficients for the Gulf of Mexico was used to skill assess
two widely used bed friction formulations. Simulation results showed that the incorporation of
sediment information in an eddy viscosity formulation led to more accurate wave hindcast than
the JONSWAP formulation. The computation cost required to use the proposed formulation
increased by less than 4%.
The turbid plume exiting the Atchafalaya Bay system significantly influences the wave
spectrum of western Louisiana coast. Using extended deployments during low and high
discharge periods of the Atchafalaya River, meteorological, hydrodynamic and bottom boundary
layer parameters were monitored from Tiger and Trinity Shoals. These datasets were used to
evaluate the mud-wave interaction in SWAN. The numerical algorithm to solve the complex
dispersion equation of SWAN was optimized. Moreover, the model was extended to incorporate
the damping term in non-stationary simulations. The results show that without including the
mud-effects, the high frequency waves were overestimated close to Tiger Shoal during northerly
winds.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Basic Physics of Third Generation Wave Models
The third-generation phase-averaged wave models are efficient tools for simulating wave
fields in medium- and large-scale domains (Zubier et al., 2003). Larger grid sizes (and therefore
temporal time steps) are allowable in the statistical description of wave compared to phase
resolving models, because there is no need to have several grid points in each wavelength to
resolve the wave shape information. Since practical observations of wave phase are limited, and
the computational benefits are significant, these models have been used since 1960s (Janssen,
2008). The phase-averaged models are based on the wave action balance equation which is also
valid in the presence of ambient currents (Whitham, 1965), and is given by:
D N S tot
=
σ
Dt

(1.1)

in which N ≡ F / σ is wave action density, F is wave energy density, σ = 2πf , in which f denotes
relative frequency, and Stot is the total of source/sink terms. The main two differences of third
generation wave models compared with earlier generations are 1) the presence of an explicit
formulation for nonlinear wave-wave interaction, and 2) exclusion of any pre-assumed form for
sea or swell part of the wave spectrum (Massel, 1996).
The left hand side of Equation 1.1 gives the rate of change of the sea state caused by
adiabatic processes such as advection, wave refraction, and shoaling. Wind input ( S in ),
quadruplet wave-wave interaction ( S nl 4 ), and energy dissipation due to white cap ( S dis ) are the
most common source/sink terms in deep water (Komen et al., 1994). When waves propagate
across intermediate and shallow waters, wave transformation processes such as bed friction ( S bot
) become important (Graber and Madsen, 1988), especially during high energy events (Li and
Mao, 1992). The rate of energy dissipation is roughly estimated as a few watts per square meter,
approximately the same as the rate of energy transferred from wind to the sea surface during
moderate wind conditions (Cavaleri et al., 2007).
The substantial damping of wave energy due to complex interaction with a cohesive
sediment bottom also has to be considered for deltaic coasts (Sheremet and Stone, 2003).
Depending on the characteristics of the mud layer, the mud dissipation term ( S mud ) may have
very different spectral behavior compared to S bot (see Chapter 6). Wave breaking ( S bre ) is
another energy sink process which needs to be included in Equation 1.1. Spectral characteristics
of waves are also affected when propagating in shallow water. Since the phase speed is almost
independent of wave frequency in shallow water, the waves are weakly- to non-dispersive and
wave components stay with each other for a long period of time, which attracts near-resonant
conditions for three wave frequencies ( S nl 3 ) (Janssen, 2004). Assuming weak interaction among
1

the aforementioned processes, Stot can be expressed as linear summation of all sink and source
terms:
Stot = Sin + S nl4 + S dis + Sbot + Smud + Sbre + S nl3

(1.2)

1.2 Open Source Third Generation Wave Models
In his pioneering work, Komen (1984) showed that the pulse-based quasi-linear model of
Hasselmann (1974), proposed for calculating the dissipation induced in the form of white cap,
and the rescaled wind input formulation of Snyder et al (1981), were able to reproduce the fully
developed wind sea. These formulations became the core of the WAM cycle 3 wave model. A
more detailed understanding of the complex interaction of wind and waves in energy transfer to
waves resulted in a newer wind input formulation (Janssen, 1991) and was incorporated in WAM
cycle 4; along with a dissipation term with quadratic dependence on the wavenumber to provide
more dissipation in high frequency end of the spectrum (Janssen, 2004). The WAM
formulations have been included in most of the other phase-averaged wave models developed
later. In this study, two widely used wave models, SWAN and WAVEWATCH-III are
employed for different simulations. A brief introduction of these models is presented in this
section.
The well-documented wave model SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore) was
developed originally to simulate nearshore water wave transformation, by Delft University of
Technology (SWAN team, 2010). Unlike most popular third generation wave models, SWAN
employs second and third order implicit schemes to solve the Eulerian form of Equation 1.1 in
(σ , θ ) spectral domain for stationary and non-stationary simulations respectively. The use of
implicit schemes implies that the time step is mainly determined by the desired temporal
accuracy, rather than the restriction by stability criteria of an explicit scheme in shallow water.
Since version 40.72, SWAN provides an opportunity to use the Finite Volume method to solve
the wave action equation on an unstructured triangular mesh; so that the user can incorporate a
finer mesh for zones of interest, with approximately no change in total computational cost, and
still use coarser grids where sharp modification in energy spectra is not expected.
The version 40.72 of SWAN is used throughout this study except in Chapter 6 (see
section 6.3 for more details). This model has several formulations for S in and S dis , including
WAM-3 and WAM-4, which makes it an appropriate platform to compare the performance of
different formulations. The linear wave growth according to Cavaleri and Rizzoli, (1981) is also
included in S in to provide more realistic results in early stages of wave developments. Details of
these formulations are presented in section 2.2. Although an exact expression for calculating
nonlinear quadruplet wave-wave interaction is formulated to be used in SWAN (van Vledder,
2006), it is not feasible to implement it for operational wave forecasting purposes, due to intense
numerical calculations involved. By considering only a few configurations from all plausible
combinations of interacting wavenumbers, Discrete Interaction Approximation (DIA) provides a
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fast estimation of wave-wave interaction term in third generation operational wave models
(Hasselmann et al., 1985). Although this method is criticized for being oversimplified to
produce an exact wave spectrum (Hasselmann and Hasselmann, 1985; van Vledder, 2006; van
Vledder GP. and Bottema, 2003), it has proved itself to be accurate enough to reproduce bulk
wave parameters (Janssen et al., 1994). Due to limited computational resources, DIA was used
to estimate S nl 4 in all wave simulations in this study. Moreover the nonlinear triad interaction is
considered according to Eldeberky (1996), and depth-induced wave breaking according to
Battjes and Janssen (1978). Several formulations are available for including bed friction in
SWAN such as the JONSWAP formulation (Hasselmann et al., 1973) and the eddy-viscosity
model of Madsen et al. (1988). More details on these bed friction formulations are presented in
section 4.2.
Another commonly used third generation wave model is WAVEWATCH-III, developed
at the Marine Modeling and Analysis Branch of National Centers for Environmental Prediction,
(NCEP/NOAA). It was designed originally for deep water wave evolution and transformation,
and considered to be one or two orders of magnitude more efficient than SWAN at oceanic
scales. However, since its latest version, 3.14, it also includes formulations for most of the
shallow water processes. However, it is estimated that WAVEWATCH-III is one order of
magnitude slower than SWAN in shallow waters (SWAN team, 2010). WAVEWATCH-III
employs either an explicit third order scheme called ULTIMATE QUICKEST or the explicit first
order upwind scheme to solve the wave action balance equation in spectral domain ( k , θ ) in
which k is wavenumber (Tolman, 2009). Beside WAM formulations, WAVEWATCH-III
includes the Tolman and Chalikov (1996) source package which is based on the energy transfer
formulations of Chalikov (1995) and Chalikov and Belevich (1993). Its dissipation term also
consists of a low frequency constituent, based on the analogy with turbulence, and an empirical
formulation for contribution from high frequency constituents. Similar equations to SWAN were
used in WAVEWATCH-III for the nonlinear quadruplet wave-wave interaction, linear wave
growth, and depth-induced wave breaking.
Beside the difference in numerical schemes and discretization of Equation 1.1 in different
spectral domains, there are some different assumptions on the high frequency tail of the spectrum
in SWAN and WAVEWATCH-III. These differences will be explained in Chapter 3 in more
details.

1.3 Preparation of General Data Used to Run a Wave Model
It is not surprising that all of the formulations for wind input in wave models are a
function of wind speed. The wind velocity components were extracted from the North American
Regional Re-analyzed (NARR) database from the National Center for Environmental Prediction/
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NCEP/NOAA) server. The NARR data grid
221 covers the entire continental US and the Gulf of Mexico with the horizontal resolution of
~32 km.
3

In order to prepare wind data for simulating Hurricanes, higher resolution wind data,
especially near the center of a hurricane, were necessary. Combining National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/Hurricane Research Division (HRD) high resolution reanalyzed wind data (online at www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd) with NARR data provides higher
resolution to investigate the dynamics associated with wind asymmetry near the center of a
hurricane. The HRD wind data are derived from a synthesis of all available surface weather
platforms, aviation reports, and reconnaissance aircraft data adjusted to the surface, providing
6 km resolution data within the 1000 km × 1000 km “moving box” centered around a hurricane’s
track. Linear interpolation was used in both time and space domains to blend two sets of wind
data to prepare wind inputs for wave model for every three hours.
In order to prepare the depth information required by wave models, bathymetry was
downloaded from the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC). Three seconds cell size
(~90 m) data from the US Coastal Relief Model Grids database for the northern Gulf of Mexico
were combined with coarser ETOPO1 1-minute Global Relief database that covered the entire
Gulf. The linear interpolation subroutine of MATLAB® was used to determine the depth for
each mesh node from the best database and the result was carefully checked to remove any
potential anomalies in both databases. The result was ready to use for a wave model with a
structured grid. Note that recent measurements of Roberts et al. (2010) from Tiger and Trinity
Shoals were incorporated in the bathymetry files used in Chapter 6.
In order to use an unstructured grid, the triangular mesh should be produced for the study
area. The computational grid requires enough resolution to accommodate the complex
bathymetry of shallow water for accurate coastal wave modeling (Hagen et al., 2002). In this
study, the BatTri package (Bilgili et al., 2006) was originally used to generate the computational
mesh file. This mesh was later enhanced by smoothing the mesh size change using SMS ver
10.1. Although the use of the implicit numerical scheme in SWAN ensures unconditional
numerical stability, the accuracy of the result is highly dependent on mesh quality. Hence,
additional precautions were taken during mesh generation to avoid a steep element slope, very
small vertex angles, or even significant change in mesh size relative to the adjoining mesh
elements (SWAN team, 2010). The final mesh file for Gulf of Mexico is shown in Figure 1.1,
which consists of 32,235 nodes and 59,258 triangles with the element lateral length varying from
1 km nearshore to 50 km in deeper water. A higher mesh resolution is assigned where a sharp
change in the wave spectrum is expected, such as shallow water.
In order to run the wave model in parallel, the mesh file was partitioned into sub-grids
using adcprep, the grid preparation module of the circulation model ADCIRC (Westerink et al.,
1992). The 70 mesh partitions are also presented in Figure 1.1. A linear speedup for PunSWAN
was established on a Linux cluster with 35 nodes, each of them having two Intel(R) Xeon(TM)
CPU 3.06GHz processors and 2GB RAM, which reaffirms the optimized parallelization of the
SWAN source code (Zijlema, 2009). These nodes were connected by optical cable and MX
protocol for communications.
4

Figure 1.1: Mesh file and its different partitions for parallel computing using 70 processors.
The calculations for the common vertices along the boundaries are accomplished in both
adjacent sub-grids. The locations of in situ met-ocean data monitoring in deep water
(NDBC Buoys) and shallow water (WAVCIS CSI stations) used in this study are also
provided.

Wave, wind and meteorological archived data from several deep water buoys obtained
from the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) were analyzed to ascertain the accuracy of the
wind field (main driving force for waves) and the computed deep water bulk wave parameters,
from SWAN. Additional data were obtained from WAVCIS (Wave Current Surge Information
System, www.wavcis.lsu.edu) stations (Stone et al., 2001), maintained by the Coastal Studies
Institute at Louisiana State University, to similarly evaluate the model for shallow waters, where
more complex processes such as bed friction and depth-induced wave breaking are also
important. The locations of in situ observations used in this study are also given in Figure 1.1.
As shown in Table 1.1, sustained wind speed at some of these stations is measured at
elevations other than 10 m above mean sea level (MSL), the unified standard set by WMO
(WMO, 2008). Since wave models are formulated based on the wind speed at 10 m above MSL
5

(referred to as U10 ), the measured wind speed at elevation z above MSL (referred to as U z )
needs to be converted to U10 . One of the widely accepted conversion formula is based on a
logarithmic wind profile (Peixoto and Oort, 1992; Thomas et al., 2005). The power-law wind
profile is another simple method for reconstruction of the wind profile over an offshore water
body in a neutral-condition, which is the case for moderate and strong wind speeds that produces
noticeable wind-induced sea state (Hsu, 1988). However, these theories are not valid in unstable
conditions nor for very stable conditions (Walmsley, 1988).
There are also more complex formulae such as the LKB model (Liu and Tang, 1996) that
take into account the stability state and the effects of temperature and humidity on the wind
profile. Although these methods were close for most of the time periods used in this study, the
LKB method was selected for calculations due to its general applicability.

Table 1.1: Anemometer elevation (from MSL) at various in situ observation stations.
NDBC
WAVCIS
Station
42001420024200342007 42019 42020 42035 42036 42039 42040 42055 CSI06CSI09
Anemometer
10
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
40
32
height (m)

1.4 Statistical Parameters Used for Evaluation
Statistical parameters are useful to compare the simulated bulk wave parameters such as
wave height and wave period with the corresponding measured parameters. They can be used
also to check the quality of input wind used to run the wave model. The Bias, root mean square
error (RMSE), Scatter Index (SI) are the most common statistical parameters used to evaluate the
performance of wave models (Alves et al., 2002; Ardhuin et al., 2010; Janssen, 2008) and
defined as:
N

Bias=

∑(X

Mi

− X Oi )

(1.3)

i =1

1
RMSE =
N

SI =

N

∑(X

− X Oi )

2

Mi

(1.4)

i=1

RMS
= SI =
Mean

1
N

N

∑(X

Mi

− X Oi )2

i =1

1
N

(1.5)

N

∑X

Oi

i=1

in which X Oi and X M i denote ith data resulted from observation and model, respectively, and N
is the total number of data points.
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1.5 Objectives
The main purpose of this study is to reproduce the measured wave spectrum in the Gulf
of Mexico during different meteorological conditions using phase averaged models. However,
there are several objectives within this broad topic:
1)

2)

3)

4)

The model composed of several sources and sinks as discussed in section 1.1
and the deficit of some terms is sometimes corrected by spurious behavior of
other terms (Ardhuin et al., 2007). Therefore as a first objective of this study,
the white capping dissipation term was calibrated against measured data in
deep water.
Different models have different assumptions on frequency range in which they
are being used, and it is important to study the effects of these assumptions on
the overall performance of wave model.
The model with optimized coefficient for deep water terms is used to skill
assess the performance of friction formulation in non-cohesive environment
during several cold fronts with intermittent fair weather periods as well as
hurricane situations.
Inclusion of the mud-wave interaction over non-rigid bottoms in phase
averaged wave models is a topic of recent studies. These models were tested
for the propagation of stationary wave train over muddy environment.
However, for the cold front conditions in which wind turns its direction, special
treatments are required in the code of the model. Extending the model
capabilities to a non-stationary simulation is the last objective of this study.

1.6 Organization of Dissertation
This dissertation includes 7 chapters which summarize the modifications implemented in
formulations of the phase-averaged wave models to improve their performance, and processing
of the required input data. Chapter 1 presented an introduction to the third generation wave
models, basic data required to run the model, basic tools to evaluate the performance of model,
and the objectives of this study.
Chapter 2 describes an optimization effort to minimize the error of hindcasting bulk wave
parameters in the Gulf of Mexico using two widely used formulations of the wave model. These
formulations were further modified to provide a better estimate of the wave field during cold
front events as well as intermittent fair weather periods. The effects of different assumptions on
the high frequency tail of the wave spectrum and high cut-off frequency on simulated bulk wave
parameters are presented in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 investigates the bed friction term in the wave model and the spatial extent in
which this term has a significant role in simulated bulk wave parameters. Moreover the
application of the model with two different formulations for the bed friction term was assessed
during the passages of several cold fronts and also hurricane Dennis which made landfall in
2005.
7

In Chapters 5, an intense data analysis of two in situ data collection deployments in
Atchafalaya Shelf is discussed. The wave parameters, current profiles, and acoustic and optical
estimates of bottom boundary parameters resulted from these deployments were used to study
the interaction of wave and cohesive bottom in Chapter 6.
A summary of all the work, recommendations of this study, and suggested future
investigations are presented in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2: EVALUATION OF TWO WAM WHITE CAPPING
PARAMETERIZATIONS USING PARALLEL UNSTRUCTURED
SWAN WITH APPLICATION TO THE NORTHERN GULF OF
MEXICO, U.S.A.1
2.1 Introduction
Among source/sink terms in deep water (wind input, quadruplet wave-wave interaction
and energy dissipation (Komen et al., 1994)), dissipation is widely considered to be the least
understood term (Cavaleri et al., 2007). Although several different formulations have been
proposed for energy dissipation in deep water (Babanin et al., 2010; Cavaleri et al., 2007; Rogers
et al., 2003; Tolman and Chalikov, 1996; van der Westhuysen et al., 2007), the pulse-based
quasi-linear model for the white capping term proposed by Hasselmann (Hasselmann, 1974)
remains in use in third generation wave models (SWAN team, 2010; Tolman, 2009). This
approach successfully reproduces the fully developed wind-sea when used in conjunction with
efficient quadruplet nonlinear wave interaction formulation referred to as the Discrete Interaction
Approximation (DIA) (Hasselmann et al., 1985), and rescaled wind input formulation of Snyder
et al (Komen et al., 1984; Snyder et al., 1981). These sets of equations are used in the WAM
cycle 3 model and are referred to as WAM-3 hereafter.
(2011b)

Advancements in understanding of wave growth in open water led to a theoretical
description of the wind input term, which results in an acceptable level of agreement with in situ
measurements (Janssen, 1991). The WAM cycle 4 model (WAM-4) employs wind-wave energy
transfer parameterization based on quasi-laminar theory, and also considered quadratic
dependence of dissipation on the wavenumber to provide more flexibility in the formulation for
white capping dissipation (Janssen, 2004). This formulation also became part of many recent
third generation wave models (Sorensen et al., 2004; SWAN team, 2010; Tolman, 2009).
The third generation model, SWAN has been well suited for both parameterizations,
WAM-3 and WAM-4, and hence provides a tangible platform to compare and contrast their
performance. Although originally developed for shallow water, SWAN incorporates all source
and sink terms for generation and propagation of waves in deep and shallow water, and has been
verified for several geographic settings and for different met-ocean conditions (Kagan et al.,
2008; Moeini and Etemad-Shahidi, 2007; Palmsten, 2001; Rogers et al., 2003; Rogers et al.,
2007; Zhang et al., 2003; Zijlema and van der Westhuysen, 2005; Zubier et al., 2003). The free
coefficients of wave models, in this case SWAN, are conventionally set so that the model can
reproduce saturation level spectra, among which the one suggested by Pierson-Moskowitz (P-M)
is probably the most popular (Massel, 2007; Pierson and Moskowitz, 1964). However, Rogers et
al. (Rogers et al., 2003) stated that the wave models reach the saturation energy level too slowly.
1

Reprinted by permission of the Journal of Applied Ocean Research (see Siadatmousavi et al, 2011b)
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Moreover, it is not possible to calibrate the model for all possible wind speeds, because the P-M
spectrum scales with wind speed while the model formulations are scaled with friction velocity.
Finally, tuning the model for unlimited time and fetch conditions may not be a realistic
representation of wave growth in real-world situations. Therefore, in this study, the free
parameters are determined by comparing the simulated significant wave height (Hs), peak wave
period (Tp), and averaged wave period (Ta) with in situ observations.
In this study, instead of calibrating the model against the P-M spectrum, a classical
approach to adjust the model parameters is implemented, in which the model is calibrated and
verified using in situ measurements (Kamphuis, 2000). However, as a reference, the
performance of the calibrated model is compared with the same model tuned for the P-M
spectrum. In addition, Rogers et al. (Rogers et al., 2003) showed that using a higher order
wavenumber term in white capping formulation of WAM-3 enhances the model performance
when compared with the in situ observations; An in-depth analysis of this model performance
along with similar modifications to WAM-4 are presented in this study. The same modifications
are also applied to the steepness term in the white capping formulation of WAM-3 (see section
2.2) which has been assumed to be constant without any clear scientific explanation. Therefore,
the main objective of this study is to evaluate the effect of possible modifications in WAM-3 and
WAM-4 white capping formulations when compared with known fetch-limited and fullydeveloped wave data as well as long term in situ measurements.

2.2 Methods
The wind input source term in SWAN can be described by a superposition of linear and
exponential wave growth terms:

Sin (σ ,θ ) = A + B E(σ ,θ )

(2.1)

in which E is energy density over relative frequency σ and propagation direction θ . The linear
growth rate A, is based on the expression proposed by Cavaleri and Malanotte-Rizzoli (Cavaleri
and Rizzoli, 1981) and is generally important during the early stages of wave growth. There are
two different formulations for the coefficient B in the exponential wave growth term in WAM-3
and WAM-4. In WAM-3 the rescaled version of the experimental formulation of Snyder is
employed (Komen et al., 1984; Snyder et al., 1981) whereas in WAM-4, a set of equations
presented by Janssen (Janssen, 1991) is used. The latter formulation is based on quasi-linear
theory of wave generation, and the energy exchange from wind to wave is taken into account by
interaction of atmospheric boundary layer and sea surface roughness length (Janssen, 1989).
The white capping formulations implemented in SWAN for WAM-3 and WAM-4 are
given as:
S wc _ WAM 3

n
~
 k2
  k m ~
≡ −C ds  ~ 2 Etot   ~  σ E (σ ,θ )
 s PM
 k 

(2-2)
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m

 k   2 ~3 ~
S wc _ WAM 4 ≡ −Cds (1 − δ ) + δ  ~   Etot
k k σ E (σ ,θ )
 k  


(2-3)

~
in which k , σ~ and Etot denote the mean wave number, mean frequency and total energy

respectively. Moreover, ~
s PM = 3.02 × 10 −3 denotes steepness of the P-M spectrum. The
parameters

n = 2

and m = 1 are fixed in the original model, and the main tuning coefficients are

Cds and δ which are conventionally determined to reproduce Hs; resulted from a fully developed
P-M spectrum. There are some recent studies that shows WAM-3 can perform better in terms of
the Ta estimation, when m > 1 . However, it also leads to overestimation of Hs (Rogers et al.,
2003; van der Westhuysen et al., 2007). In this study, a similar investigation is made for
WAM-4 to evaluate the effects on the simulated bulk wave parameters, by using higher order
wavenumber terms in the white capping sink term. While having some fair support from
measurements (Kraan et al., 1996; Lafon et al., 2004), the original n = 2 in Equation 2-2 was
originally introduced by Komen (Komen et al., 1984) for a fully developed spectrum. Because
the steepness of the spectrum would not change in such an asymptotic condition, choosing any
different value for n was equivalent to redefining the coefficient Cds . This is not the case for a
“young sea” in which the steepness of the wave field is evolving. Thus, the effect of higher
order dependence of the dissipation term on the steepness is also worthy of investigation. Our
initial numerical efforts showed that using n < 2 could initiate numerical instabilities in shallow
waters, that persist for long time periods. Therefore, only larger values of n were further
pursued.
The tuning coefficients pertaining to white capping were determined by comparing the
bulk wave parameters with in situ observations (see Figure 1.1 for station locations). Since wave
hindcasting is critically dependent on the accuracy of wind data (Janssen, 2008; Sarkar et al.,
2000), the quality of the input model wind used in the modeling was carefully analyzed. The
NARR wind data for the period 15-31 March 2007 were shown to be very consistent with
measured wind at all available stations (Siadatmousavi et al., 2011a) and therefore were used for
the model calibration.
A total of 16 different configurations, as listed in Table 2.1, were used to evaluate the
performance of WAM formulations in SWAN. For the WAM-3 formulation, the calibration was
based on the bisection method on the parameter Cds (Burden R.L and Faires, 2001). In order to
compare the simulations, the Hs Scatter Index (Equation 1.5) was calculated for each station.
The average of SI (ASI) from all stations was used as a measure of performance, and the
calibration was terminated when ASI changed less than 0.1%. The WAM-4 formulation is a
function of Cds and δ. The parameter δ was changed from 0.1 to 0.9 (0.1 increment) and the
bisection method on the parameter Cds was used to determine the minimal ASI. The optimal
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values of tuning parameters were determined for each case and are presented in Table 2.1. Note
that the values for n and m are assumed.

Table 2.1: List of model setups and the optimal values used for tuning white capping
parameters Cds and δ.
Parameter
n
m
Cds
δ

W31
2
1
2.36
---

W32
2
1
1.2
---

W33
2
2
1.14
---

W34
3
1
0.76
---

W35
3
2
1.06
---

W36
4
1
0.46
---

W37
4
2
0.99
---

Case name
W3W38
9
5
5
1
2
0.28
0.85
-----

W41
--1
4.5
0.5

W42
--0.5
2.0
1.0

W43
--1
1.75
0.8

W44
--1.5
1.5
0.8

W45
--2
1.0
0.8

W46
--2.5
0.75
0.7

WMix
2
--2.02
0.0

The simulated bulk wave parameters during an active cold front season, from December
2007 to the end of April 2008 were compared with NDBC buoys and WAVCIS stations. Several
cold front events as well as intermittent fair weather (calm) periods provided a realistic
verification environment for the performance of SWAN using optimized tuning parameters
already determined from the calibration process discussed above.
Finally, it is interesting to compare the performance of the wave model with generally
accepted saturation spectra and asymptotic fetch limited wave growth curves (Booij et al., 1999;
Rogers et al., 2003; Tolman and Chalikov, 1996; van der Westhuysen et al., 2007). The
idealized wave growth was performed with the structured 1-D non-stationary formulation of
SWAN. The reference depth was assigned as 3000 m to ensure deep water condition for all
resulting wave fields. In addition, the wind speed was considered to be 15 m/s over the entire
computational domain. This value was the average wind speed in the database used to develop
the P-M spectrum. Moreover, the median fetch relevant to the P-M (MFPM) database was
approximately 350 (km) (Moskowitz, 1964).
There are several available formulations based on asymptotic wave conditions. The
growth curves of Young and Verhagen (Young and Verhagen, 1996a) suggest a set of equations
that compares well with available data for both young and developed sea states, and are based on
measurements from Lake George, Australia. That database was revisited by Breugem and
Holthuijsen (Breugem and Holthuijsen, 2007) and some outliers were removed due to coastline
effects. The resulting growth curves are reduced to P-M values for Hs for long fetches and those
of Kahma and Calkoen (Kahma and Calkoen, 1992) in fetch-limited condition. The JONSWAP
experiment (Hasselmann et al., 1973) also provides high quality fetch limited wave growth
database. The data were carefully studied by Kahma and Calkoen (Kahma and Calkoen, 1992)
and the highly variable wind data were removed to decrease the scatter of the dataset around the
regression line. Kahma also provided another regression relationship for wave growth
parameters in unstable conditions, based on Bothnian Sea measurements (Kahma, 1981; Young,
1999). We took advantage of the revised formulations by Breugem and Holthuijsen (Breugem
and Holthuijsen, 2007), Kahma and Calkoen (Kahma and Calkoen, 1992), and Kahma (Kahma,
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1981) as well as the saturation level data from the P-M spectrum to evaluate the performance of
different WAM formulations in the Gulf of Mexico.

2.3 Results and Discussion
Quantitative calibration results of SWAN’s performance, based on the averaged scatter
index (ASI) for bulk wave parameters, are shown in Figure 2.1. The cases W3-1 and W4-1
composed of the conventional default values suggested for WAM-3 and WAM-4 formulations
respectively, based on the ability of the model to reproduce the P-M spectrum (Komen et al.,
1994). The rationale in implementing all other model optimization simulations was to reproduce
the in situ Hs with minimum ASI. Although all optimized Hs values are close, W3-4 and W3-5
cases resulted in slightly better agreement with measurements. The WAM-4 formulation
performed significantly better in terms of Ta which is consistent with previously reported
underestimation of Ta using WAM-3 (Ris et al., 1999). Using the quadratic wavenumber term
instead of the linear form in the WAM-3 formulation, also suggested by Rogers (Rogers et al.,
2003), addressed this problem (e.g. comparison of W3-2 and W3-3). This result is not
surprising, because the higher order wavenumber terms in white capping formulation dissipates
more energy in higher frequencies, resulting in lower mean frequency, or equivalently, higher
~
Ta. The changes in k and σ~ further enhance this dissipation process.
Increasing the power of the steepness term in WAM-3 had negative impacts on bulk
wave parameters when n>3 was used. A slight improvement in Hs was attained, using n=3 in
Equation 2-2 in conjunction with either a linear or second order wavenumber term in the white
capping sink-term; however, it also resulted in poorer results for Ta and Tp. Using higher order
wavenumber terms in WAM-4, white capping formulation also yielded slightly better Hs
estimations (best result was found for W4-5), however, leading to poorer results pertaining to Ta.
Finally, the W-Mix case showed the best Tp estimation, and also better Ta estimation than all
WAM-3 cases.
The performance of the model using different formulations with well-tuned calibration,
were verified using an independent time period that lasted for five months. The verification
results illustrated in Figure 2.2 confirm that the Equation 2-2 yields more realistic simulated Ta
using the second order wavenumber term. It also validates the earlier conclusions regarding
better performance of WAM-4 formulation in simulating Ta, and slightly better performance of
W3-4 and W3-5 in simulating Hs. Similar to calibration results, case W4-5 yields better Hs
prediction among WAM-4 formulations, and the W3-5 case shows the best Hs prediction among
all cases. The better performance of W-Mix case as compared to all WAM-3 runs, in terms of
Ta, shows that a significant portion of underestimation in wave period underscores inferior
performance of the wind input formulation used in WAM-3 when compared to that used in
WAM-4. Again, the W-Mix case also demonstrates the best Tp estimation.
The SI of wind speed at 10 m above the surface (U10) at all in situ stations and SI of Hs
resulted from case W4-3 is plotted in Figure 2.3. The stations are ordered based on their depth. A
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slightly higher SI factor is obtained at shallow stations than at deep water stations; however, even
at stations with water depths deeper than 120 m, which satisfy the deep water condition for
Tp<12 sec, SI is high. Therefore, the ASI of Hs shown in Figure 2.2 is not a critical function of
the depth of stations used in this study. Therefore, shallow water wave processes have minor
effects on the model accuracy; which appears to be mainly controlled by wind accuracy.

Figure 2.1: Calibration result of SWAN using white capping parameterizations provided in
Table 2.1.

Figure 2.2: Verification result of SWAN using white capping parameterizations provided in
Table 2.1.

It is also worthy of note that SWAN using the WAM-4 formulation, is approximately
30% more computationally expensive than the WAM-3 formulation. If the total time needed to
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perform nonlinear interaction is considered as reference time tnl, the white capping dissipation
term in SWAN requires slightly more than 0.3tnl using the WAM-3 or WAM-4 formulation.
However, the wind input term in WAM-3 in SWAN requires of the order of 0.2tnl whereas
WAM-4, which is 10 times more computationally intensive, requires approximately 2.3tnl.

Figure 2.3: Scatter Indices of wind speed and significant wave height (based on case W4-3)
at different stations in Gulf of Mexico during the verification period. The stations are
ordered from left to right based on depth.

The effects of increasing the power of wave steepness as a function of bias of bulk wave
parameters are depicted in Figure 2.4, for several representative WAM-3 alternatives. Panel (A)
shows that case W3-2 (default value for steepness power) works well for wave heights larger
than 1.4 m. However, case W3-4 predictions are slightly better for Hs smaller than 1.4 m which
constitutes 68% of wave records used in the analysis. Therefore, over the entire wave record
from all stations shown in Figure 1.1, case W3-4 outperforms the other cases. Panel (B) shows
that case W3-2 performs better over a larger portion of the wave period range. As shown in
Panel (C), W3-2 also shows a significantly smaller bias for Ta than all other cases. Therefore,
increasing the coefficient n in Equation 2-2 consistently increases the bias in bulk wave
parameters.
The effects of increasing the power of the wavenumber term in the white capping
formulation of WAM-4, based on the bias of simulated bulk wave parameters, are presented in
Figure 2.5. Panel (A) and (B) show that the modification has minor effects on the model
performance in terms of Hs and Tp. The default value m=1 (case W4-3) works well for Hs larger
than 1 m; however for smaller wave heights, case W4-2 leads to better model performance.
Panel (B) shows that Tp is only affected for Tp<5 sec and decreasing the coefficient m in
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Equation 2-3 results in slightly less bias. Although case W4-2 surpasses all other cases in Tp
performance, case W4-5 has much less bias for Ta from 3.5 to 6 sec which constitutes 87% of the
wave record. It also performs well for longer wave periods; while for smaller periods, W4-2
result in the minimum bias. Increasing the coefficient m in Equation 2-3 can ameliorate Ta
underestimation for wave periods larger than 3.5 sec, although decreasing the coefficient m can
enhance the model results for smaller wave periods. Also, it is noteworthy that the large relative
errors in both Figures 2.4 and 2.5 for Tp>13 sec were resulted from a limited number of samples
(this occurred only 6 times at all stations altogether) and can be explained in terms of significant
overestimation of energy measured by buoys at the low end of the spectrum during calm
conditions; as was reported recently by Work (2008).

Figure 2.4: The effect of increasing steepness power in the white capping equation of
WAM-3 on the simulation of bulk wave parameters. Note that the bias of scatter data was
averaged over 0.05 m intervals for Hs, 0.3 sec for Tp and 0.05 sec for Ta, to remove
fluctuations and keep the trend.
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Figure 2.5: The effect of increasing wavenumber power in the white capping equation of
WAM-4 on the simulation of bulk wave parameters. Note that the bias of scatter data was
averaged over 0.05 m intervals for Hs, 0.3 sec for Tp and 0.05 sec for Ta , to remove
fluctuations and keep the trend.

The simulated non-dimensional energy and peak wave frequency using WAM-3 and
WAM-4 formulations are skill assessed with different in situ idealized wave growth datasets, as
shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. It is apparent that all parameterizations overestimate the energy
level for short fetches; and the overestimation is generally more intense using WAM-3 than
WAM-4 alternatives. Moreover, all cases overestimate the peak frequency at MFPM.
Comparison between the default WAM-3 (case W3-1) and default WAM-4 (case W4-1)
parameterizations for wind input and white capping terms show that default WAM-3
parameterization reaches its saturation level at the fetch which is closer to MFPM. However, the
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energy level is lower than P-M. The saturated energy level and also peak frequency are very
close to P-M values when using WAM-4, although at a fetch which is one order of magnitude
larger than MFPM.

Figure 2.6: Deep water fetch-limited growth curve produced from WAM-3 alternatives and
in situ measurements of Breugem and Holthuijsen (2007) (BR07), Kahma and Calkoen
(1992) (KC92), Kahma (1981)(K81) and Pierson and Moskowitz (1964) (PM). The constant
wind speed, U10=15 m/s is used in all cases. The fetch value of X=350 (km) is used for the
PM value which is the median of the database used to produce P-M spectrum. Note that
the first moment of wave spectrum, Hm0, is used to calculate non-dimensional energy which
is close to Hs is deep water.

The models calibrated using in situ measurements show better agreement with the P-M
energy level and peak frequency, while, similar to W3-1 and W4-1, require longer fetch than
MFPM to reach the saturation energy levels. Except for W4-5, the rest of WAM-4 formulations
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and also the W-Mix case, perform better than WAM-3 formulations in limited fetches. All cases
except W3-3, W3-5, and W4-5, lead to good agreement with peak frequency in short fetches; and
WAM-3 alternatives (excluding W3-3 and W3-5) result in higher peak wave frequency than
WAM-4 alternatives in long fetches.

Figure 2.7: Deep water fetch-limited growth curve produced from WAM-4 alternatives and
in situ measurements of Breugem and Holthuijsen (2007) (BR07), Kahma and Calkoen
(1992) (KC92), Kahma (1981)(K81) and Pierson and Moskowitz (1964) (PM). The constant
wind speed, U10=15 m/s is used in all cases.

Comparing cases W3-2 and W3-4 reveals that increasing the power of the steepness term
can significantly improve the WAM-3 results in short fetches. The energy level computed for
long fetches is also in better agreement with the P-M value; however, a longer fetch is needed to
reach the P-M energy level. It is also interesting to note that the case W-Mix outperforms all in
situ calibrated cases in short fetches, and the energy level at MFPM is close to P-M. The
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saturation energy level for W-Mix is also close to that of the P-M spectrum. This result again
confirms that wind input parameterization plays an important role on model performance, and
part of WAM-3’s poor to average performance may be a consequence of oversimplifications in
the wind input term.

Figure 2.8: The evolution of wave spectrum at X=35 (km) (X*≈1526) for the case W4-5.

Significant overestimation associated with short fetches and high energy gradients over
the entire fetch ranges, for the cases with higher order wavenumber terms (cases W3-3, W3-5,
W4-5), reveal the inability of these models to reach a saturation level. In addition, these models
show peculiarly low peak frequency for short fetch scenarios. The spectrum evolution (e.g.
Figure 2.8) explains the reason for both of these abnormal behaviors. The nonlinear wave
interaction redistributes energy from peak frequency towards lower and higher frequencies.
Increasing the power of the white capping term in Equations 2-2 and 2-3 results in less
dissipation in low frequencies, and part of this transferred energy may have been retained with
time. The accumulation of the residual energy generates an unrealistic bimodal wave spectrum
for wind-sea conditions if the energy transfer from DIA continues (e.g. during steady wind
conditions). Since the white capping dissipation is small in low frequencies, there is no
mechanism to dissipate the energy of low frequency peak; therefore it continues to grow slowly,
and eventually becomes the dominant peak in the wave spectrum as shown in Figure 2.6 for
W3-3 and W3-5, and in Figure 2.7 for W4-5.
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The time needed for each case to attain the wave growth independent of wind duration,
and for a fixed fetch of 350km (X=MFPM), is presented in Table 2.2. The values were
determined by seeking the first time step for which both Hs and Tp exceed 95% of their final
values (after 30 days). The Moskowitz (Moskowitz, 1964) database used for the P-M spectrum
shows the median time equals 12 hours; However, unlike the simulation, the initial conditions
were not calm. Hence, all cases except for W3-3, W3-5, and W4-5 are considered to be in good
agreement with the Moskowitz measurements. The long durations determined for cases W3-3,
W3-5, and W4-5 reaffirms that the energy accumulation at low frequencies deprives the model
from reaching any equilibrium stage.

Table 2.2: Time needed for different cases at the fetch equal to MFPM to reach durationunlimited saturation condition.
Case
Time
(Hours)

W3-1

W3-2

W3-3

W3-4

W3-5

W4-1

W4-3

W4-5

W-Mix

15

14

139

15

305

17

174

375

15

2.4 Conclusions of Chapter 2
Based on the work presented in this chapter, the following summary and conclusions are
presented:
Parallel unstructured mesh implementation of the third generation wave model, SWAN,
was used to compare the performance of the most common formulations of white capping and
wind input, WAM-3 and WAM-4. Traditionally, the model parameters were calibrated using
bulk wave parameters of fully developed conditions such as the P-M spectrum; however, in order
to avoid the recent criticism associated with this approach, in this study the model was first
calibrated and validated using in situ Hs measurements from NDBC buoys and WAVCIS stations
from the Gulf of Mexico. This process significantly enhanced the performance of SWAN in the
simulation of bulk wave parameters for the Northern Gulf of Mexico.
The calibration process was repeated for several alternatives of WAM-3 and WAM-4
with higher order steepness and wavenumber terms. Although all configurations resulted in a
similar level of accuracy for Hs, the performance of SWAN with each configuration was
different in simulating wave period and reproducing idealized wave growth spectra.
Increasing the power of the steepness term in the WAM-3 formulation from 2 to 3 (case
W3-4) slightly decreased the ASI of Hs and also improved the resulting bias for small Hs and
short Tp. However, these changes in ASI and bias were not apparent for Hs larger than 1.4 m.
Over the entire wave record, the bias effect was negligible for Hs and Tp; although not the case
for Ta hindcasting. Lower values for the power of the steepness term than the default n=2 in the
WAM-3 formulation resulted in numerical problems in shallow water, implying that n should be
kept in the range of 2 to 3. Surprisingly, the use of n=3 and parameters determined from in situ
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calibration outperforms the original P-M calibrated WAM-3 case in reproducing fetch-limited
growth curves as well as the P-M saturation level for the wave spectrum.
The results show that all WAM-3 alternatives underestimate Ta. Increasing the
wavenumber power from 1 to 2 can considerably address this problem by direct dissipation of
energy in the high frequency end of the wave spectrum, and indirect effects of changing the
mean wavenumber and wave frequency. However, the model is unable to maintain any
saturation level, and the spurious energy transfer to the low frequency portion of the wave
spectrum could result in a bimodal wave spectrum for steady wind-sea conditions. It is
concluded that case W3-3 is more successful than all other cases in the Gulf of Mexico.
However, it is not suitable for steady wind conditions. Case W3-4 is recommended for such
weather conditions.
The use of m=2 instead of 1 in the white capping formulation of WAM-4 has negligible
effects on Hs and Tp. It also enhances the bias of Ta when Ta>3.5 sec. However, it slightly
increases the ASI. Incorporation of higher order wavenumber terms in WAM-4 also results in
the model being prone to developing a bimodal energy spectrum and unlimited wave growth in
unlimited fetch and time duration conditions. Therefore, case W4-3 is the recommended model
parameter in the WAM-4 formulation in the Gulf of Mexico.
Although WAM-4 wind input is 10 times more computationally expensive than WAM-3
wind input formulation and results in approximately a 30% extension in total computational
time, it enhances the overall performance of the model. The use of WAM-4 wind input
formulation in conjunction with WAM-3 white capping formulation was the most successful
combination in hindcasting Tp. It also outperforms all WAM-3 alternatives in the estimation of
Ta, while avoiding the potential spurious bimodal spectrum observed using in situ calibration of
the WAM-4 dissipation term. Indications are evident that the wind input formulation also plays
an important role in the performance of wave models, and part of their below par performance
can be resolved by modifying the wind input term instead of the white capping term.
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CHAPTER 3: ON THE IMPORTANCE OF HIGH FREQUENCY
TAIL IN THIRD GENERATION WAVE MODELS2
3.1 Introduction
As explained in section 2.1 several packages have been suggested for energy transfer
from wind to waves and wave energy dissipation, to be implemented in third generation wave
models. Equations 2-2 and 2-3 show that the dissipation of energy in both WAM formulations is
a function of mean wavenumber and steepness. The dependence of wave dissipation on mean
wavenumber and steepness in WAM formulation resulted in erroneous over-prediction of wind
sea in the presence of swell waves (van der Westhuysen et al., 2007). The field evidences do not
confirm the enhanced growth of wind sea in combined sea-swell environment (Ardhuin et al.,
2007; Young and Babanin, 2006). To solve this problem, van der Westhuysen et al. (2007)
suggested a nonlinear saturated-based white capping equation which was entirely local in the
frequency domain (Westhuysen hereafter). Their package also included the wind energy transfer
of Yan (1987) which was in better agreement with observations than Snyder et al. (1981) during
strongly forced waves. Tolman and Chalikov (1996) suggested two different mechanisms for
dissipation of energy in the high and low end of the spectrum. In their source package (TC
hereafter) the low frequency dissipation term was based on the analogy with turbulence, while an
empirical formulation was used for the high frequency constituents. The energy transfer
formulation of Chalikov (1995) and Chalikov and Belevich (1993) was employed in TC, which
takes into account energy transfer from waves to wind when the waves move faster than wind or
travel at a larger angle to the wind direction.
(2012)

Nonlinear wave interaction is another active process that controls the shape of the wave
spectrum, especially during rapid growth of waves. As its name implies, nonlinear wave
interaction is not at all local in the frequency domain; i.e., computation of nonlinear energy
transfer for a specific frequency component f i , requires information about energy content at
frequencies higher and lower than f i . However, in order to numerically compute the nonlinear
term, a third generation model needs to compute source/sink terms on a limited number of
frequency components. To calculate the energy transfer due to quadruplet wave-wave
interaction at f i , DIA requires energy level at 0.75 f i and 1.25 f i . Because the forward face of a
typical spectrum is steep, the assumption of zero energy for frequencies lower than the first
frequency component ( f 1 ), is justifiable if f 1 is selected small enough. The recommended value
for f 1 is 0.03-0.04 Hz (Janssen, 2008). However, wave energy decays slowly at the rear face of
the spectrum. Therefore, beyond the highest frequency considered in the prognostic region of
the wave spectrum, f H , a diagnostic frequency tail is added in third generation wave models.

2

Reprinted by permission of the Journal of Coastal Engineering (see Siadatmousavi et al, 2012)
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This high frequency tail is used to calculate bulk wave parameters as well as the quadruplet
wave-wave interaction (Hasselmann, 1988), and has the following general form:
 f 

F ( f , θ ) = F ( f H ,θ ) 
 fH 

−n

for f > f H

(3.1)

in which θ denotes wave direction, and n is a constant . The main objective of this chapter is to
evaluate the sensitivity of advanced wave models to n and f H , and thereby to provide a good
estimation of n , based on skill assessment of the model against data from an array of NDBC
buoys in the Gulf of Mexico (shown in Figure 3.1); which in turn would help in eventual
optimization of oceanic scale application of well-known third generation wave models.
Several theoretical and experimental studies have been carried out over the last few
decades to describe the high frequency end of the spectrum. Phillips (1958) envisaged a
saturation upper limit on the spectral level, independent of the strength of forcing wind. In this
theory, when the local downward acceleration exceeds g, the wave breaks and transfers its
energy to turbulence. Based on similarity arguments, it resulted in k − 3 power law for a one
−5
dimensional wavenumber spectrum, and f power law for frequency spectrum. Mitsuyasu

(1977) found this theory valid for 0.6 < f < 4 Hz, while the wind speed U10.5 was 8 m/s and fetch
−4
was 2 km. However, he found f relation for 4 < f < 15 Hz. Kitaigordskii et al. (1975)

suggested the incorporation of water depth, h , to Phillips’ (1958) theory to make it applicable in
−3
shallow water also. Using a similar method, they suggested h f would work well for a shallow

basin with a mean depth of 4 m. Based on the similarity argument on wave speed, c , instead of
2 −3
acceleration, Thornton (1977) suggested the high frequency tail form of c f , which can be
−5
−3
simplified to f power law in deep water and h f in shallow water.

Toba (1973) argued that the equilibrium range of spectrum above peak frequency must
−4
also depend on wind friction velocity, u * , and proposed the form of u* f . Anctil et al. (1993)
−4
observed f relation on high frequency band of a NDBC buoy with a 0.5 Hz cut-off frequency.
−4
Several other datasets are also available in favor of the f relation (Donelan et al., 1985;

Kahma, 1981). Based on the existence of the Kolmogoroff-type equilibrium range for water
−4
waves, Kitaigorodskii (1983) proposed a theoretical explanation for the f tail form. The direct

measurements of energy input from wind to waves showed that energy transfer to waves were
not concentrated at wavenumbers close to the spectral peak (Snyder et al., 1981), which was in
direct contradiction with the assumptions of Kitaigorodskii (1983). The most comprehensive
−4
theory in support of the f shape was proposed by Phillips (1985) which assumed that deep

water source and sink terms were important in the equilibrium range of the spectrum. Also, note
that the nonlinear interaction plays an important role in the existence of an ordered high
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−4
frequency tail, and tends to maintain an f tail form in the absence of other source terms at

frequencies higher than 1.5 f p (Resio and Perrie, 1991), in which f p was the peak frequency of
the spectrum.
−5
However, there are some recent studies which are in general agreement with the f

power law (Banner et al., 1989; Hwang et al., 1996). The high variability in the slope of
spectrum at high frequency range was observed in different datasets. Leykin and Rozenberg
(1984) measured the frequency spectra from the Caspian Sea up to 10 Hz, and found that the
frequency range of 2.4-7.2 Hz follows the power law model with the exponent varying between −4
3.2 to -4.8. They also claimed a fair agreement with the f relation for 1.2 < f / f p < 3.2 Hz.

Based on recorded wave data from the Great Lakes, Liu (1989) reported that the exponent
−4
−3
varied from -3 to -5. He suggested the f relation for growing young wind seas and the f

relation for fully developed spectra. The data from a series of wave gauges established in lake
George, Australia, also suggested the use of variable exponents when discussing the spectral
evolution (Young and Verhagen, 1996b).
Different explanations were suggested for the uncertainty in the high frequency tail of the
wave spectrum. Rodriguez and Soares (1999) attributed this to intrinsically random variability
of wind-generated waves. Another group of studies relates the variability of the exponent to the
range of frequencies used to determine the power law model. Those studies suggested that close
−4
to spectral peak, a f power law holds while at frequencies higher than (2.5 − 3.5) f p , the tail
−5
maintains a f form (Ewans and Kibblewhite, 1990; Forristall, 1981; Hansen et al., 1990;

Mitsuyasu et al., 1980; Rodriguez et al., 1999). Banner (1990; 1991), assumed a k −4 tail form
for two dimensional wavenumber spectrum (corresponding to k −3 tail form for an omnidirectional wavenumber spectrum), and showed that the change in slope of frequency spectrum
could be explained by frequency dependence of the directional spread of energy. He also
showed that the Doppler shifting effect caused by orbital velocity of dominant wave component
−5
becomes important for f / f p > 3 and may modify the f tail shape.

3.2 Third Generation Wave Models and High Frequency Tail
In their pioneering study, Komen et al. (1984) showed the success of third generation
wave models in reproducing the saturation spectrum. However they assumed a power law for
the high wavenumber end of the spectrum to reduce the computational needs. Use of a different
tail power showed insensitivity of the model performance to the value of n used in Equation
3.1 (Komen et al., 1994). This insensitivity of the model results to the tail form was in
agreement with studies that demonstrated a weak coupling between the tail of the spectrum and
spectral peak (Hasselmann, 1963; Young and Vanvledder, 1993); However, the detailed analysis
by Banner and Young (1994) bolstered the importance of frequency tail in the evolution of wave
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spectrum. That particular study showed that, as a result of nonlinear wave-wave interaction, the
model with an unconstrained tail (with a corresponding large f H , so that the model would
calculate the energy content at frequencies a few times above of the peak frequency) had much
more energy in the high frequency end of the spectrum, and hence slower growth close to the
spectral peak. Their modeling results demonstrated that variants of WAM dissipation terms
could not reproduce reasonable energy in the frequency tail and directional spread
simultaneously. The study also concluded that a reasonable estimation from wave model was
critically dependent on establishing an artificial diagnostic tail.
The cut-off frequency is determined either statically or dynamically in different third
generation wave models. The idea behind dynamic cut-off frequency is to save the
computational resources by skipping the calculations for frequencies which are far from the peak
frequency. In this study, SWAN with default coefficients for WAM-3, WAM-4 and Westhuysen
formulations was used as a representative of the wave models with static cut-off frequency. The
highest frequency, f H , in Equation 3.1 could be set by the user as a constant number (1 Hz and
0.515 Hz were compared in this study). The exponent n in Equation 3.1 is set to n = 4 for
WAM-3 and Westhuysen formulations in SWAN while n = 5 is set for WAM-4 formulation.
The highest frequency f H in WAVEWATCH-III follows the original WAM dynamic
cut-off frequency, and set as maximum of a) 2.5 times the mean frequency of current wave
spectra, b) 4 times of the mean frequency of the Pierson and Moskowitz (1964) frequency. The
first limit was used for young seas, and equilibrium range was expressed in terms of mean
frequency instead of peak frequency because it was numerically more stable. The second limit
was designed for fully developed conditions. Moreover the calculated value for f H cannot
exceed the user defined value (the cutoff frequency of 0.515 Hz was used for simulations in this
study).
According to Tolman (1992a), the dynamical integration scheme used in
WAVEWATCH-III results in a smoother high frequency tail, if n = 4.5 is used for the WAM-3
formulation. However, n = 5 is the default value for the high frequency part of the spectrum in
the TC formulation of WAVEWATCH-III.

3.3 Methods
In order to run SWAN, the unstructured mesh shown in Figure 1.1 is used. A structured
grid with spatial resolution of 0.1° (~10 km) was used in WAVEWATCH-III. In both models,
directional resolution was set at 10°, and frequency exponential was 1.1 and the lowest frequency
was set to 0.035 Hz. The highest frequency close to 0.5 Hz is a typical choice for present-day
wave forecasting systems (Janssen, 2008) therefore 0.515 Hz is used as highest cut-off frequency
in WAVEWATCH-III. However, for SWAN, it is suggested to use 1 Hz as the cut-off
frequency (SWAN team, 2010). Therefore two sets of simulations were performed with SWAN,
using the two high cut-off frequencies, viz., 0.515 and 1 Hz. Moreover, the code of
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WAVEWATCH-III was also modified to use WAM-3 with static cut-off frequency, to compare
the performance of a model using dynamic and static cut-off frequencies.
Two simulation periods, corresponding to two contrasting high energy met-ocean
conditions, were considered in this study to evaluate the performance of wave models with
different assumptions for the high frequency end of the spectrum. The first period, 0000 UTC on
22 August 2008 to 2100 UTC on 16 September 2008, includes hurricane Gustav and hurricane
Ike, as well as a period of fair weather conditions in between. The tracks of these hurricanes as
well as the locations of in situ observations are shown in Figure 3.1. The details on Hurricanes
Gustav and Ike, and pre-processing of wind data used for wave simulation are presented
elsewhere (Berg, 2008; Beven and Kimberlain, 2008; Siadatmousavi et al., 2009). Another
longer simulation period, from 0000 UTC on 20 October 2007 to 0000 UTC on 1 May 2008, was
also considered to evaluate the performance of models during the passage of extra-tropical
winter storms (cold fronts) as well as for the intermittent fair weather (calm). Since the models
were initiated with cold start conditions, no output from the first two days for the first
simulation, and the first 10 days for the second simulation, were used in skill assessments of the
models.

Figure 3.1: The track of Hurricanes Gustav and Ike in Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean
Sea. (Data courtesy: National Hurricane Center). The locations of NDBC Buoys used in
this study are also provided.
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3.4 Results and Discussion
Significant wave height (Hs), peak period (Tp) and average period (Ta) computed by
SWAN for the first time period (hurricane conditions) were compared with data from NDBC
42040 in Figure 3.2. In this case, WAM-3 formulation of SWAN with f H = 1 Hz and n=4 and
n=5 as tail exponents, were used.
Note that Tm02 (square root of the ratio between zero- and second-moment of frequency
spectrum) was used to estimate Ta, from the wave spectrum. To be consistent with in situ
observations, all bulk wave parameters were estimated based on the wave spectrum up to 0.485
Hz.
The wind speed used for simulation and the measured wind speed at the buoy location
(NDBC 42040) are provided in panel (a), for reference. As shown in panel (b), when Hs<1 m,
the simulated Hs was significantly affected by the exponential term in Equation 3-1. In this
lower range of Hs, WAM-3 performs better with n=5 rather than n=4. Panel (c) shows the same
improvement in terms of Tp prediction using n=5 in fair weather conditions. Panel (d) confirms
that Ta shows a systematic increase when using n=5, rather than the default value n=4.
In Figure 3.3 spectral evolutions are compared for the two frequency tail configurations
against in situ measurements from NDBC buoy 42040. It is clear that spectra simulated by both
model configurations are too wide compared with the buoy measurements. However, n=5 leads
to more realistic and narrower distribution of energy, especially the energy levels at the high
frequency end of the spectra are lower for n=5. As shown with more extended contour lines over
the frequency band of 0.15-0.25 Hz, the wave energy is dissipated with slower pace for n=5 than
n=4, which is in accordance with buoy data shown in panel (c).
Changing the exponent n from 4 to 5 resulted in the same effects on the bulk wave
parameters and wave spectrum at all stations shown in Figure 3.1, when using the WAM-3
formulation. In order to demonstrate the effects of the change in high frequency shape on the
model’s performance at all measurement locations, it is ideal to use some statistical parameters.
Although the Scatter Index (SI), root mean square error (RMSE), correlation coefficient (R2) and
bias are the most common statistical parameters used to evaluate the performance of wave
models over the years (Alves et al., 2002; Ardhuin et al., 2010; Janssen, 2008), these parameters
are best for the description of average behavior of models over an extended period of time; or
for a dataset with some sort of similarities. The first simulation period encompasses both fair
weather and two severe hurricane conditions; while the overall performance of the wave model,
covering both energetic and calm weather conditions, was the main interest of this study. In
addition, it is better to avoid separation of these two conditions, because it would make the
outcome of the analysis subjective to the criteria used for such a separation. Therefore, a
normalized RMSE (NRMSE) is used to measure the overall performance of the wave model in
both calm and severe weather conditions. The following definition is used for NRMSE in this
study:
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in which X Oi and X M i denote ith data resulted from observation and model respectively,
and N is the total number of data points. Note that the data with observed Hs below 0.3 m were
removed before calculating statistical parameters, to avoid any sensitivity to division by small
numbers, as well as low signal-to-noise ratio for the data measured at such a calm weather
conditions.
For all NDBC stations shown in Figure 3.1, which did not fail during the passage of
Hurricanes Gustav and Ike in 2008, the statistical parameters were computed from SWAN
simulations, using the WAM-3 formulation with n=4 and n=5, and presented in Figure 3.4. The
bulk wave parameters were calculated based on instrument cut-off frequency which was at 0.485
Hz for buoys. Using n=5, instead of n=4, could systematically decrease the NRMSE and bias of
Ta at all stations. It also lowered the NRMSE of Tp and Hs due to better predictions during fair
weather conditions. The use of n=4 resulted in negative bias (under estimation) of Tp in all
stations but n=5 partially fixed the underestimation of Tp. Note that the Hs bias was not
markedly affected by the change in the power of high frequency tail; and in terms of NRMSE,
in all stations, n=5 resulted in better agreement with in situ measurements.
The mean value of Bias and NRMSE for the result of SWAN using different formulation
at all stations are presented at Figure 3.5. It illustrates that the interaction of the high frequency
end of the spectrum and the performance of the wave model depends not only on the
formulations used for wave dissipation and energy tranfser from wind to waves, but also on the
assumptions for high frequency cut-off used in the model.
Surprisingly, the use of a static cut-off frequency of f H = 0.515 Hz, instead of the default
value of 1 Hz, in SWAN using WAM-3 markedly improves both Bias and NRMSE for all bulk
wave parameters. However, when the WAM-4 or Westhuysen formulations of SWAN were
employed, little improvement was observed in term of NRMSE . The more constrained tail (
f H = 0.515 Hz) resulted in a lower bias of Ta, but in some cases slightly increased the bias of Tp
when compared with corresponsing higher cut-off frequency case ( f H = 1 Hz).
Among different formulations for SWAN, the WAM-3 formulation was more sensitive to
the exponent used in the frequency tail equation; and the use of n=5 resulted in better
performance of the wave model than n=4. However, the WAM-4 formulation offered slight
improvement only for Ta in terms of Bias using n=5 instead of n=4. The statistical indicators
computed for all bulk wave parameters showed that the combnation of f H = 0.515 Hz and n=5
also results in the best agreement with measurements for both WAM-4 and Westhuysen
formulations.
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Figure 3.2: Skill assessment of WAM-3 formulation of SWAN using n=4 and n=5, in terms
of bulk wave parameter; using in situ data from NDBC 42040: a) time series of wind speed
at 10 meter above sea level plotted against a high resolution blended wind (AOML H* wind
and NARR/NCEP); (b) Significant wave height; (c) Peak wave period; (d) Average wave
period. Note that a logarithmic scale is used for wave height to show the performance of
wave model in both severe and calm weather conditions.
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Figure 3.3: The spectral evolution computed at NDBC buoy 42040 for the first time period
(2008 Hurricane conditions) for a) SWAN with WAM-3 formulation and exponent of n=5
in tail formula; b) SWAN with the WAM-3 formulation and exponent of n=4 in tail
formula; c) spectra measured by the buoy. The maximum frequency reported at buoy
42040 was 0.485 Hz. The dash lines at 0.2 Hz and 0.4 Hz were also plotted for reference.
Note that the contours are in logarithmic scales.
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Figure 3.4: The skill assessment of SWAN using the WAM-3 formulation with n=4 and
n=5, at all stations, for the first simulation time period, in terms of: a) Normalized root
mean square error; b) Bias of bulk wave parameters.

Figure 3.5: The skill assessment of SWAN with different formulations and configurations
based on all stations shown in Figure 3.1 during the first simulation time period, in terms
of: a) Average of normalized root mean square error; b) Averaged bias of bulk wave
parameters.
The performance of these formulations were also evaluated during an active cold front
season at Gulf of Mexico; from November 2007 to May 2008. Since the dataset was long
enough, the conventional definition of RMSE (Equation 1-4) was used to evaluate the error. The
parameter RMSE is then calculated based on the average value of RMSE for all available
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NDBC buoys (see Figure 3.1). Better performance of SWAN using n=5, rather than n=4, in
WAM-3 is apparent from Figure 3.6. Moreover, regardless of the exponent used in the tail
formulation, the use of f H = 0.515 Hz rather than f H = 1 Hz resulted in better RMSE and Bias .
The use of n=5 in tail form and f H = 0.515 Hz also enhanced the results of SWAN simulations
using WAM-4 and Westhuysen formulations, but the improvements were not as conspicuous as
in WAM-3.
Note that Figures 3-5 and 3-6 demonstrate that SWAN with the WAM-3 formulation
systematically underestimated Ta. The spectrum evaluation in Figure 3.3 shows that the energy
levels at the rear face of the spectra were much more than the observed values. This
overestimation of energy at the high frequency end of the spectrum is a well-known problem for
SWAN using the WAM-3 formulation (Ris et al., 1999). The dissipation term of WAM-3 is a
linear function of wavenumber normalized by mean wave number. As discussed in Chapter 2,
Rogers et al. (2003) showed that the use of a quadratic dependence of dissipation on
wavenumber can partially tackle the underestimation of period. Although this approach was
successful for field conditions in which wind speed and direction continuously varied, the use of
this method for an idealized case and locally calibrated coefficients for the Gulf of Mexico,
resulted in a spurious secondary peak in the front face of the spectrum (see Figure 2.8).

Figure 3.6: The skill assessment of SWAN with different formulations and configurations,
based on all stations with available data, during the second extended simulation time
period (2007/2008 winter-spring cold front season) , in terms of: a) Averaged root mean
square error; b) Averaged bias of bulk wave parameters.

It can be seen from Figures 3-5 and 3-6 that the use of WAM-3 with the n=4 exponent
and constant high cut-off frequency, f H = 0 .515 Hz, outperformed the same configuration except
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with f H = 1 Hz for the Gulf of Mexico. The use of smaller cut-off frequencies resulted in lower
energy levels in the tail, and higher energy levels close to the spectral peak compared to the
simulation with f H = 1 Hz. Therefore, exclusion of the frequency band 0.515-1 Hz from a
prognostic frequency range for model applications could partially ameliorate the underestimation
of Ta by WAM-3 formulation.
The other two formulations of SWAN also showed better performance when f H = 0 .515
Hz was used as cut-off frequency rather than the default f H = 1 Hz. The better performance of
the model using lower cut-off frequency implies that none of the implemented formulations were
capable of reproducing the physics of energy exchange and dissipation at the high frequency tail
of spectrum. Therefore, more advanced formulations are needed to extend the capabilities of
phase averaged models such as SWAN, for the accurate prediction of high frequency gravity
waves.
Note that the interaction of rear side of wave spectrum and frequencies close to the
spectral peak depends on the formulation used for wind input, and for wave energy dissipation.
The spectral evolution resulted from the WAM-4 or Westhuysen formulation was less sensitive
than WAM-3, to variability in exponent of the high frequency tail. However, n = 5 still resulted
in lower energy at the tail end and higher energy level close to the spectral peak, when compared
with n=4. The lower sensitivity of those formulations can be explained by higher energy
dissipation imposed on the rear side of the spectrum. Therefore, less energy is available for
nonlinear interactions, which is a cubic function of the local spectral density function (Phillips,
1985).
The results from the WAVEWATCH-III simulations with a dynamic cut-off frequency
of f H = 0 .515 Hz and different formulations are provided in Figure 3.7. Note that n=4.5 was
used, instead of n=5, in WAVEWATCH-III with WAM-3 formulation, as suggested by Tolman
(1992a) to avoid noise in the high frequency end of the spectrum, due to dynamic time step
algorithm used in the model. The use of n=4.5, rather than 4, improved the WAVEWATCH-III
performance in terms of Bias of mean wave period. The Bias of Tp was also enhanced while
the effects of using n=4.5 on Hs was insignificant.
The code of WAVEWATCH-III was modified such that it used the static cut-off
frequency. The results from this modified model simulations are demonstrated in Figure 3.7.
Although the error statistics derived from simulations using static cut-off frequency were close to
corresponding simulations using dynamic cut-off frequency, the bias was slightly increased for
all bulk wave parameters, especially during high energy events.
The TC formulation showed different patterns compared with WAM formulation and
worked better with n=4 than n=5; especially in terms of NRMSE of wave height. Also the Bias
was smaller when n=4 for the frequency tail. Note that TC results were worse than WAM-3 for
both Bias and NRMSE of Hs.
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The better performance of WAM-3 formulation using n=4.5 in WAVEWATCH-III,
rather than n=4, was also confirmed from the extended simulation of the 2007-2008 active cold
front season. As shown in Figure 3.8, both RMSE and Bias for Ta and Tp were in better
agreement with observation when higher value for n was used. Moreover, the statistics were
close for both static and dynamic cut-off frequency of f H = 0 .515 Hz. Unlike WAM
formulations, the TC formulation worked better with n=4, as observed for the first simulation
period.

Figure 3.7: The skill assessment of WAVEWATCH-III with different formulations and
configurations based on all stations during the first simulation time period, in terms of: a)
Average of normalized root mean square error; b) Averaged bias of bulk wave parameters.

As shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, the uses of WAM-3 formulation with similar
configurations but with a constant cut-off frequency of f H = 0 .515 Hz, slightly worsen the
performance of the WAVEWATCH-III. It is suggested that the use of a dynamic high cut-off
frequency can not only optimize the model calculations, but also improve its performance on
oceanic scales, such as for the Gulf of Mexico. According to the definition of dynamic cut-off
frequency given in section 3.2, it differs from static one only when 2.5 times of the mean
frequency is less than user-defined value for cut-off frequency. Since the peak frequency (and
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therefore mean frequency for usual mono-modal spectrums) is inversely related to wind speed
(e.g., parametric formulation of Hasselmann et al.(1973)), the mean wave frequency decreases
with increase in wave height for wind seas. Therefore, the difference between static and
dynamic cut-off frequency becomes more important for energetic events. In order to bolster this
finding, the following analysis was pursued.

Figure 3.8: The skill assessment of WAVEWATCH-III with different formulations and
configurations based on all stations with available data during the second extended
simulation time period (2007/2008 winter-spring cold front season) , in terms of: a)
Averaged root mean square error; b) Averaged bias of bulk wave parameters.

The difference between Hs and Ta simulated from WAVEWATCH-III, at all NDBC
stations shown in Figure 3.1, and using a static and dynamic cut-off frequency of f H = 0 .515 Hz,
are normalized with simulated bulk wave parameters from model with dynamic cut-off
frequency (Hs,Dyn and Tp,Dyn respectively). The mean value for the change in normalized Hs and
Ta , from all in situ observations, are plotted in Figure 3.9 against Hs,Dyn ,with a bin size of 0.2
m for Hs,Dyn. During energetic events, the static cut-off frequency is higher than equilibrium
range of spectrum, and nonlinear interaction pumps part of energy beyond equilibrium range.
Therefore, the wave spectrum evolves at slower pace during high energy events, when constant
cut-off is employed in the model. This result is consistent with the Banner and Young, (1994)
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argument on excessive energy transfer to the high frequency tail by the WAM-3 formulation and
its slower growth rate when the unconstrained tail was used. As waves become more energetic,
the mean frequency decreases and the gap between cut-off frequency and end of equilibrium
range increases. Therefore, the difference between two model configurations increases.
It is important to note that the high cut-off frequency is treated as a static value in
SWAN, given the fact that this model was originally formulated for shallow water simulations,
in which complex wave fields make it difficult to delineate one main active wave system with
smooth and a stable dynamic cut-off frequency (Booij et al., 1999). Therefore, for oceanic
scales, it is recommended to use dynamic cut-off frequency to decrease the computational cost as
well as to facilitate more realistic energy transfer to high frequency tail of the spectrum.

Figure 3.9: a) The difference between simulated wave height from the WAM-3 formulation
with dynamic and static cut-off frequency (Hs,static-Hs,dynamic) normalized by Hs,dynamic versus
Hs,dynamic; b) The normalized difference of Ta versus Hs,dynamic; c) The number of data points
occurred within each bin (bin size was equal to 0.2 m). The shadings show one standard
deviation higher and lower than mean value at each bin.
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Figures 3.7 and 3.8 also show that the use of n = 4 , rather than n = 5 , in TC formulation
of WAVEWATCH-III resulted in a better estimation of the bulk wave parameters (especially
Hs). The disparity between TC formulation and WAM-3 in WAVEWATCH-III is caused by
severe underestimation of energy in low frequencies. Ardhuin et al., (2010) also reported
negative bias and low performance of TC formulation in Lake Michigan (see Table 2 in their
paper). Based on the good performance of TC formulation in open oceans, they concluded that
there is a scale-dependency in TC equations. It was mentioned in section 3.1 that the dissipation
term of TC composed of two terms: a low frequency constituent and one dedicated formulation
for the contribution of high frequency waves. The difference between the modeled and observed
wave spectrum was normalized with the spectral peak of the measured spectra for 2007/2008
winter-spring cold front season, and the mean value was plotted versus normalized frequency in
Figure 3.10. As highlighted, the underestimation mainly occurred close to the mean frequency;
therefore low frequency constituent of TC dissipation term needs to be adjusted before
modifying the tail parameters, which could have secondary effects on the results of simulation.

Figure 3.10: a) The average of normalized spectrum bias using TC formulation for the
second extended simulation time period (2007/2008 winter-spring cold front season); b)
The number of data points occurred within each bin (bin size was set to 0.1).

The directional distribution of energy from model also depends on the formulations used
for whitecapping and wind input. To quantify the directional spread of energy, a non38

dimensional directional width parameter can be defined, similar to the spectral width parameter
(e.g., Massel, (2007)):

ν D2 ( f ) =

ˆ 0( f ) m
ˆ2( f )
m
ˆ 12 ( f )
m

−1

(3.3)

in which mˆ i ( f ) = ∫ θ i F ( f , θ ) dθ .
θ

When the energy is concentrated in a directionally narrow band within a specific
2
2
frequency bin, ν D → 0 for that frequency bin; otherwise,ν D increases for directionally broad

energy distribution.
The computed directional width parameter at the NDBC 42040 location using SWAN
with WAM-3 and WAM-4 formulation, during the hurricane period, is provided in Figure 3.11.
The data correspond to WAM-3 (left panels) and WAM-4 (right panels) formulations, at 5
discrete time steps during the passage of hurricanes Gustav and Ike through Gulf of Mexico: the
start of intensification of Hs due to Hurricane Gustav (panels a and f); peak Hs of Hurricane
Gustav from the simulations, which occurred 3 hours after maximum Hs measured at NDBC
42040 (panels b and g); calm weather window between the two hurricane events (panels c and
h); peak Hs of Hurricane Ike, from the simulations, which was again with a 3 hour time lag from
the maximum Hs measured at the buoy (panels d and i); and relatively calm conditions after
Hurricane Ike (panels e and j). It is clear from all the different scenarios that WAM-3 led to a
directionally broader tail as opposed to WAM-4. Moreover, WAM-3 was more sensitive to the
change in the exponent of the frequency tail and the selection of f H .
The use of n=5 in WAM-3 resulted in a reduced energy in the tail, but the change of ν D
2

at the spectral peak was negligible. However, the use of a lower f H in WAM-3 broadened the
distribution width at spectral peak during calm weather conditions (panel c) and the relaxation
phase after the passage of a hurricane (panel e). Note that plots associated with peak waves of
hurricanes were truncated before 1 Hz, because the peak energy was several orders of magnitude
larger than the tail energy, and the truncated value of normalized energy level was zero at the
high frequency tail in SWAN outputs.
Banner and Young (1994) showed that the use of a higher order dissipation term in
WAM-3 also results in a narrower directional spreading at the rear face of the spectrum and
broader directional spreading near the spectral peak. As shown in Figure 3.11, the suggestion of
using lower cut-off frequency or a higher exponent value in the WAM-3 formulation of SWAN
resulted in the same behavior at the rear face of the spectrum. However, a lower cut-off
frequency also broadened the directional width close to the spectral peak. On the other hand,
WAM-4 formulations were not sensitive to decrease in f H . This feature also can be used to
decrease the computational time needed to complete the simulation.
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Figure 3.11: The directional width of energy spread for different configurations of SWAN
with WAM-3 (left panels) and WAM-4 (Right panels), at different time steps during the
passage of Hurricanes Gustav and Ike in 2008; at the location of NDBC buoy 42040. The
location of the simulated peak frequency is shown by arrow. The wave heights measured
by NDBC buoy 42040 at each time step are also provided in the left panels.
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Note that all results presented here shows that the use of n=5 in the model leads to a
better agreement with observation. It can be supported by previous studies, that affirmed the
validity of theory of Phillips (1958) for the frequency spectrum at frequencies higher than
( 2.5 − 3.5) f p ; unless it is affected by the Doppler shifting effect. Therefore, it raises a question
why SWAN uses n=4 in the high frequency end of wave spectrum with most of its formulations?
Note that the original value of the exponent in Equation 3-1 was n = 5 in original WAM-3 model
(SWAMP Group, 1985) and WAM-4 model (Komen et al., 1994). Although not mentioned in
the SWAN manual, the value of n = 4 is more suitable for application in shallow water, in which
the exponent is smaller (as discussed in section 3.1). Moreover, SWAN was originally designed
for coastal area applications, in which the fetch is limited for most wind directions. There are
several parametric wave growth curves for deep water in which peak frequency, f p , is
proportional to X m , in which X is fetch length and the coefficient m varies from -0.23 to -0.33
(Donelan et al., 1985; Hasselmann et al., 1973; Kahma, 1981). Similar inverse dependency
exists for shallow water wave dynamics (e.g., see Figure 7.17 in Young (1999)). Therefore in
fetch limited area, the peak frequency is higher, and therefore equilibrium range of spectrum
(less than 3 f p ) is more extended. As discussed in section 3.1, n = 4 is in better agreement with
observed data in equilibrium range. On the other hand, the original value of n = 5 in WAM-4
was not changed. One explanation can be the fact that the calculation of wind induced shear in
WAM-4 formulation was reported to be sensitive to the value of n (Komen et al., 1994).

3.5 Conclusions of Chapter 3
Parameter evaluation of SWAN and WAVEWATCH-III models for simulating calm and
severe weather conditions in the Gulf of Mexico yielded the following conclusions:
The WAM-3 formulation was very sensitive to the assumed high cut-off frequency and
assumed power law for the diagnostic frequency tail. Moreover, the numerical simulations
confirmed better performance of the model with n=5 in the diagnostic tail in terms of bias and
root mean square error of bulk wave parameters. Hence, in oceanic scales, the use of n=5, rather
than the default value of n=4, is recommended for SWAN.
The use of WAM-3 formulation for wind input and whitecapping dissipation in wave
model resulted in too much energy in the frequencies beyond the equilibrium range of spectrum
which was the main reason for a well-known underestimation of average wave period.
Therefore, in oceanic scale wave modeling, the use of the more limited range ( f H = 0 .5 Hz
rather than f H = 1 Hz) for prognostic part of the wave spectrum is suggested for SWAN when
WAM-3 formulation is employed.
The use of WAM-3 in WAVEWATCH-III with a dynamic high cut-off frequency
slightly outperformed the corresponding simulation using constant high cut-off frequency, when
implemented for the Gulf of Mexico. This result indicates that, to use SWAN in the oceanic
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scales, the implementation of dynamic cut-off frequency can not only decrease the computational
cost but also enhances the simulation results.
The WAM-4 and Westhuysen formulations in SWAN for simulations conducted in the
Gulf of Mexico were least affected by the exponent used for the exponential tail form or the
assumed high cut-off frequency. This feature can be used to optimize the time needed to
perform a simulation by using a lower f H , and compensate for more calculations needed for a
wind energy term of WAM-4; or whitecapping term of Westhuysen formulation when compared
with corresponding formulation of WAM-3. The higher dissipation imposed on the rear side of
the spectrum in these formulations resulted in a reduced energy level in the frequency tail, even
when prognostic region of the wave spectrum is extended to 1 Hz. The low energy content in the
high frequency end of the spectrum indicates less energy exchange by nonlinear wave
interaction; which could explain narrower energy distribution in the rear side of the WAM-4
simulated spectrum, when compared with WAM-3 results.
The non-WAM formulation of WAVEWATCH-III, proposed by Tolman and Chalikov
(1996) package with its default values for its free parameters resulted in considerably too strong
energy dissipation for the Gulf of Mexico. A new calibration process is needed to remedy the
underestimation of wave height simulated by this formulation.
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CHAPTER 4: THE EFFECTS OF BED FRICTION ON WAVE
SIMULATION: IMPLEMENTATION OF AN UNSTRUCTURED
THIRD-GENERATION WAVE MODEL, SWAN3
4.1 Introduction
When waves propagate across intermediate and shallow waters, wave transformation
processes such as bed friction become important. In shallow water, bed friction is as important
as nonlinear wave-wave interaction (Graber and Madsen, 1988). Bed friction dissipates the
energy transfer toward lower frequencies due to nonlinear wave interactions, which leads to the
shift in the spectral peak toward higher frequencies (Graber and Madsen, 1988). While several
different formulations have been proposed to include the bed friction effect in wave models, the
simplest approach referred to as the JONSWAP model (Hasselmann et al., 1973) is generally
used due to its simplicity. This formula has been reported successful under many practical
conditions (Tolman, 1994). In addition, many wave models’ dependence on bottom sediment
size distribution is weak for small domains, such as those having a few kilometers in length and
width (Kagan et al., 2008). Moreover, the JONSWAP formula is not a function of bed
lithology/fabric characteristics, which makes it more practical to use for large scale simulations,
where a uniform distribution of sedimentological data may not be available for the entire
domain.
Since a reasonably good sediment classification study has been completed by the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) for the northern Gulf of Mexico (usSEABED), it offers a unique
opportunity to take advantage of these field measurements to run well-calibrated wave models
with more complex bed friction formulations and the opportunity to evaluate the importance of
bed formulation in their performances. The usSEABED project is a joint effort between the
United States Geological Survey (USGS) and the University of Colorado, resulting in a
compilation of seafloor sediment characteristics around the United States from the beach to the
deep waters. The data source includes surficial and sub-bottom data from physical sampling
equipment (grabs and cores) and virtual sampling such as descriptions based on interpretations of
seafloor photographs. The database has already proven to be very effective in Louisiana coastal
ecosystem restoration programs as well as in sediment mobility studies (Buczkowski et al.,
2006).
Among different bed friction models, the Madsen drag law formulation has been proven
to be one of the most accurate bed friction dissipation models that depends on near bottom
orbital velocity as well as bed roughness (Madsen et al., 1988). Although considered to be
computationally expensive compared to the JONSWAP method, unlike most eddy viscosity

3
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equations, it scales with friction velocity (Luo and Monbaliu, 1994). This scalability makes it
more appropriate to use in the wave action balance equation in third generation wave models
such as SWAN (Janssen, 2004; Komen et al., 1984; Rogers et al., 2003).
The purpose of this chapter is to determine the effects of inclusion of the bed grain size
distribution in model on the simulated wave height. Depending on the goal of wave simulations,
quantification of the difference between two bed friction formulae can be studied by either
incrementally changing the mean wave height over a relatively long period of time (Georgiou
and Schindler, 2009; Nielsen, 1992) or changes to the wave height during an extreme high
energy event. The former criterion is useful for long-term response studies such as sediment
transport while the latter is more important in studies of hurricane impacts on offshore structures
and along the coastline. An additional objective of this study is to perform simulations over a
time period of a few discrete cold front passages during Spring 2007 as well as for an active cold
front season, from Dec. 2007 to Apr. 2008, for the first approach, and during Hurricane Dennis
(2005) pre-landfall met-ocean conditions for analyzing the second approach.

Figure 4.1: The track of Hurricane Dennis in Gulf of Mexico (Data courtesy of Beven,
2006).

Although August and September are generally the most common months for Atlantic
hurricanes to form (Grenci and Nese, 2006), Dennis originated from a tropical wave on 29 June,
2005 and transformed into a tropical depression on 4 July 2005 near the southern Windward
Islands, in the Caribbean. While moving northwestward it intensified and became a tropical
storm on 5 July and later reached hurricane status on early 7 July 2005. Hurricane Dennis
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reached Category 4 status before making two successive landfalls in Cuba (see Figure 4.1) with
sustained wind speed of 222 km/h (120 kts) on 8 July 2005. It weakened considerably after
crossing Cuba and emerged in the Gulf of Mexico at 0900 UTC on 9 July 2005 as a Category 1
hurricane. As it tracked northward, Dennis strengthened after being significantly influenced by
warmer waters from a well-established Loop Current in the eastern Gulf of Mexico, and again
became a Category 4 hurricane on 10 July 2005 with wind speeds attaining 241 km/h (125 kts).
Due to mid/upper level dry air, Dennis weakened to a category 3 hurricane before final landfall
at Navarre Beach, along Santa Rosa Island, Florida, at 1930 UTC on 10 July 2005 (Beven, 2006;
Morey et al., 2006).

4.2 Methods
The general spectral form of the bed friction term can be expressed as:
Sbot (σ ,θ ) = −C

σ2
g 2 sinh2 kh

E(σ ,θ )

(4.1)

in which E (σ , θ ) is the two dimensional frequency spectrum, σ is angular frequency, θ is the
direction of the wave component, k is the wave number, and h is local water depth. Coefficient
C depends on the friction model used for the computation and in the simplest model,
JONSWAP method, can be considered as the constant value: CJONSWAP = 0.038 (Hasselmann et
al., 1973). Our sensitivity analysis shows that a 100% increase of CJONSWAP can result in a 5-10%
decrease in simulated Hs in coastal stations shown in Figure 3.1; i.e. WAVCIS stations CSI06
and CSI09 as well as NDBC buoys which are relatively closer to the coastline, such as 42007,
42019, 42020 and 42035. It has been shown that the coefficient C in Equation 4.1 is not
constant and depends on wave-induced bed velocity (Young and Gorman, 1995). For example,
it can be evaluated from more complex models such as the eddy-viscosity model of Madsen et al.
(1988) in which the following set of equations are solved:
CMADSEN =
U rms =

g
2

f wU rms

(4.2)

σ2
∫∫ g 2 sinh2 kh E(σ ,θ) dσ dθ

(4.3)

where U rms is the root mean square bottom orbital velocity. Since the flow is usually assumed to
be turbulent (Tolman, 1992b), the friction factor f w can be solved by iteration from the
following set of equations (Jonsson, 1967)
1
4 fw

+ log10

1
4 fw

= mf + log10

ab
KN

(4.4)
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ab = 2

1

∫∫sinh kh E(σ,θ) dσ dθ

(4.5)

2

in which ab is the near-bottom excursion amplitude (Madsen et al., 1988), m f = −0.08 is
constant (Jonsson and Carlsen, 1976) and K N is the bed roughness height and depends on the
sediment properties. The term K N is of the order of 1 − 10d50 for flat beds, in which d50 is the
median sediment grain size, and of the order of 100d50 in ripple beds (Nielsen, 1992).
Moreover, the K N values ranging between 2 and 5 cm were proved to result in satisfactory
performance of wave models (Tolman, 1991). Assuming the average value of K N = 4 cm for
typical sand with a mean grain size of 0.2 mm, and a linear relationship between K N and d 50
lead to K N = 200d50 , which is the relationship selected in this study. The constant value of 200
used in this study is also very close to the average of the data shown in Figure 3.6.4 of Nielsen
(1992). Moreover, the lowest and highest possible values for K N were set to 0.1 cm and 10 cm
respectively. Since the default bed friction implemented in SWAN is based on a sandy bottom,
the above mentioned filter will effectively replace non-physical values of K N , computed from a
wide range of sediment size data. Sensitivity analysis was performed by applying K N = 250d50
for the first time period which led to less than 5% change in Hs at NDBC 42007 (The remaining
a
stations show less Hs change). Note that SWAN also uses f w = 0.3 for values of b smaller
KN
than 1.57 instead of the value from Equation 4.4 (Jonsson, 1980).
For this study, the sediment grain size distribution data for the Gulf of Mexico were
collected from the usSEABED database. The data on mean grain size distribution were scarce
for the southern half of the Gulf of Mexico. Therefore, the average value of roughness height for
the region north of 24° latitude was calculated and applied for the entire domain south of 24o
latitude. This approximation is assumed to have negligible effects on the overall outcome from
this study, given the fact that, as will be discussed in later sections, the bed material affects the
simulated wave height mainly in shallow water. Hence, the simulated wave parameters from
shallow water south of 24° latitude are rarely included in this study to evaluate the performance
of the model. More than 16000 data points, predominantly concentrated along the shallow US
coastal water, are used for interpolation of d 50 , ranging from very fine clay to coarse sand.
However, most of the samples were within the range of very fine silt to medium sand.

4.3 Results and Discussion
The mean Hs was calculated during the last two weeks of March 2007 (referred to as the
cold front period hereafter), using both JONSWAP and Madsen et. al (1988) formulae, to
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determine the effect of the friction formula on bulk wave parameters. The maximum Hs
computed using either of two methods were approximately 3 m and the average Hs of hourly
outputs over the entire Gulf of Mexico were approximately 1.2 m. The absolute value of the
difference between hourly-averaged Hs over the entire Gulf of Mexico using two different
formulations of bed friction is depicted in Figure 4.2. It shows that change in the average Hs can
exceed 15% of the averaged wave height (shown in red) at isolated locations, viz., Golfo de
Batabano, Cuba; Waccasassa Bay, Florida Gulf coast; and the south-central Louisiana coast.
Although the bed friction effect is considered important for shallow water wave transformation,
when k p h < π (Young and Gorman, 1995) in which k p is the peak wave number, it is also
important regarding the inter-relationship between the characteristics of bed materials and the
water depth. This approach implicitly includes hydrodynamic conditions because it depends on
the simulated wave fields during the study period. However, it is more convenient to present it
by the influence of water depth in which one should also expect the complex interaction of
waves with bed sediment characteristics. Comparing 15 m isobaths with contours of 5% and
10% change in the mean Hs, shows that the region of significant change in mean Hs is mainly
shallower than 15 m. However, along the Waccasassa Bay, west of Florida, the 5% change
extends to the 20 m isobath.

Figure 4.2: Change in hourly-averaged significant wave height over the entire Gulf of
Mexico for cold front period. Black lines show contours of 5% and 10% change in
significant wave height, and yellow contours represent the 15 m and 30 m isobaths. The
boxes show the locations where significant changes in simulated mean significant wave
height were computed.
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In order to have a better understanding of the importance of bottom friction formulation
in wave models, the Hs distribution was simulated when Hurricane Dennis moved across the
Gulf of Mexico. Figure 4.3A presents the wave height distribution at 0000 UTC on 10 July
2005, when Hurricane Dennis was located off the south west coast of Florida (see Figure 4.1 for
the hurricane trajectory).
The difference between computed wave height using JONSWAP and Madsen’s bed
friction formulations is provided in Figure 4.3B. It is evident that the JONSWAP formulation
generally results in higher wave height than the Madsen formulation. Moreover, the difference
between two formulations is spatially extensive and the wave height difference of 1.5 m is
observed near the Waccasassa Bay, west Florida. Panel (C) shows that the relative change in
wave height can exceed 25% along the coasts, in water depths less than 30 m. During extreme
weather events, such as Hurricane Dennis, the relative difference of 40% can be found in water
depths shallower than 15 m. Note that 15 hours later, when Hurricane Dennis moved closer to
the Florida Panhandle, the difference between both formulations remained substantial.
Although in situ wave data were not available along the Florida Gulf coast during
Hurricane Dennis, directional wave data from CSI06, off the south-central Louisiana coast, were
analyzed (see Figure 4.3F) for this duration. The data from CSI06 were further used to evaluate
the performance of bed formulations and the results are presented in Figure 4.4. The stations of
WAVCIS were equipped with both ADCP and Paro-scientific® pressure sensors and the good
agreement between two datasets guarantees the accuracy and reliability of in situ observations
from this program.
Note that both formulations resulted in the same values for Hs during fair weather
condition at this station. However, as Hs increased and wave interaction with the bottom
increased, the difference between simulated Hs using the two methods increased. After a few
hours, the Hs decreased; hence the effect of bed friction on wave propagation decreases
considerably, and the two simulated Hs became similar again. Based on the research presented
here, the bed friction formulation of Madsen et al (1988), was in better agreement with in situ
observations secured during this storm event than that of the JONSWAP formulation. It was also
important to note that use of the Madsen model for bed friction in the simulation took an
additional 4% of computational time when compared to the JONSWAP formulation.

4.4 Conclusions of Chapter 4
The third generation wave model SWAN was implemented on an unstructured mesh grid
to simulate wave fields generated from cold fronts and during the approaching phase of
Hurricane Dennis. Measured bulk wave parameters from deep water NDBC buoys and shallow
water WAVCIS stations were used to evaluate the performance of the wave models. The model
was used to study the effect of bed friction formulations and the advantage of using the bed
sediment characteristics in wave height computations.
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Figure 4.3: Wave height simulation results during Hurricane Dennis. Left panels: A)
significant wave height using JONSWAP bed formulation, B) Difference in significant wave
height using Madsen bed friction formulation instead of JONSWAP formulation, C)
Relative wave height difference between two bed friction methods. Right panels are similar
to left panels, except with results from 15 hours later. Blue lines in (C) and (F) are 30 m
isobaths.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between hindcast Hs at WAVCIS station, CSI06, during Hurricane
Dennis computed using JONSWAP and Madsen bed friction formulations in SWAN.
Measured data from ADCP and pressure sensor at CSI06 are also provided.

The results showed that the JONSWAP bed friction model with default values generally
underestimated the energy dissipation due to bed friction, which resulted in an overestimation of
Hs in shallow water. During severe storms and hurricanes, such as Hurricane Dennis, the
difference between JONSWAP and Madsen et al. (1988) formulations exceeded 1.5m or 40% of
local wave height. The spatial extension of the difference between two formulations depended
on the intensity of the wave field and this effect exceeded beyond (seaward) of the 30 m isobath.
However, in terms of average wave height during fair-weather and storm conditions, the
discrepancy between two formulations became largely confined to shallower water, i.e. landward
of the 15m isobath. The study also showed that using the Madsen et al. (1988) formulation with
usSEABED sediment data, resulted in a superior hindcast with negligible increase in
computational time needed to perform the simulations.
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CHAPTER 5: WAVE AND BOTTOM BOUNDARY LAYER
DYNAMICS OVER THE SAND SHOALS OFF THE
ATCHAFALAYA SHELF DURING COLD FRONTS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the extended deployments during low and high discharge periods
of the Atchafalaya River, and data analysis of meteorological, hydrodynamic and bottom
boundary layer parameters from Tiger and Trinity Shoals. Part of these processes data is used in
the next chapter to validate the wave model, SWAN.
The Atchafalaya-Vermilion Bay system is the largest estuary along the Louisiana coast,
receiving between 15-30% of total flow of Mississippi River and nearly 40-50% of its sediment
load through Atchafalaya River (Allison et al., 2000; Mossa and Roberts, 1990). Based on the
river discharge data archived over the 1952-1989 period, at Simmesport station, LA (160 km
north of Marsh Island), average sediment load of the Atchafalaya River is 84 million tons per
year which includes 17% sand (Allison et al., 2000). The bay system is 2-3 m deep and
predominantly blanketed by a thick layer of mud outside of the Wax Lake and Atchafalaya delta
in Atchafalaya Bay. There are several scattered relict sand shoals on the low gradient shelf
southwest of Atchafalaya Bay and south of Marsh Island (e.g. Tiger and Trinity Shoals shown in
Figure 5.1). Away from sand shoals and oyster reefs on the inner shelf adjacent to Marsh Island,
the mean particle diameter of bottom sediments is 2-7 µm, which is the same as suspended
particle size from the lower Atchafalaya River (Sheremet et al., 2005; Wells and Kemp, 1981).
The tides are diurnal and the mean amplitude is less than 0.5 m, producing tidal currents
with average speed of nearly 0.1 m/s, landward of 10 m isobaths (Walker and Hammack, 2000;
Wells and Roberts, 1980), and waves are the dominant force for local resuspension of sediments
(Jaramillo et al., 2009). Simultaneous measurement of waves and suspended sediment
concentration (SSC) from an offshore station on Atchafalaya shelf (CSI 03 in Figure 5.1) showed
that SSC could reach 0.5 g/liter, throughout the water column, during the passage of Hurricane
Claudette. By the beginning of the waning phase of the storm, sediments accumulated at bottom
layers of the water column and a persistent high SSC remained at 1 m above bottom (mab)
(Sheremet et al., 2005).
High concentrations of mud close to the bottom were also reported during the passages of
winter storms, from a station along the seaward margin of the Atchafalaya subaqueous delta
(approximately 60 km to the east of station TT2 in Figure 5.1) and further westward of the delta
front (approximately 20 km to the east of station TT1 in Figure 5.1) by Jaramillo et al. (2009).
Based on measured data from the same location off the Atchafalaya Bay, as discussed in
Jaramillo et al. (2009), Safak et al. (2010) demonstrate nearly monotonic relation between
Reynolds stress and sediment concentration; and concluded that suspended sediments near the
bed are locally entrained into water column by surface wave influence.
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The turbid plume exiting the Atchafalaya bay system, that is advected to the west along
the Louisiana coast, is referred to as mud stream (Wells and Kemp, 1981). The mud stream is
confined to water depth less than 10 m (Kineke et al., 2006), moving westward due to a sustained
westerly low frequency circulation of Texas-Louisiana shelf during non-summer months
(Cochrane and Kelly, 1986). The presence of the mud stream significantly influences the wave
characteristics of western Louisiana coast. Deploying an array of wave sensors approximately
40 km west of Marsh Island, Elgar and Raubenheimer (2008) demonstrated the rapid dissipation
of wave energy when it propagates across the Atchafalaya mud stream. Sheremet and Stone,
(2003) compared the time series of wave height and period measured at CSI03 (see Figure 5.1)
with another station located 150 km east of the Bay in a sandy environment, having the same
depth. They found that mud-induced dissipation affects not only the long period waves but also
the high frequency waves, which in turn interact scantly with the sea bottom.

Figure 5.1: a) The study area, Atchafalaya Bay and the surrounding shelf. The location of
three deployment sites at the Tiger and Trinity Shoal Complex are also shown. CSI03
station, part of WAVCIS network, also is included. The shadings represent a qualitative
map of sediment type in the Atchafalaya shelf (modified from Jaramillo et al., (2009)); b)
the location of study area with respect to the northern Gulf of Mexico.

During the passage of a cold front over the inner shelf opposite Atchafalaya Bay, which
occurs every 4-7 days in winter/spring seasons, the wind direction changes clock-wise from prefrontal southeast direction to south, west, and eventually to north. West winds disrupt the
westward movement of mud stream and Ekman transport contributes in extending the sediment
plume farther to the south. The prefrontal water level set-up along the Atchafalaya Bay would
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also be released once the front passed through the region (Feng and Li, 2010). North wind
during the cold fronts also results in rapid seaward flushing of sediment-laden river plume
(Walker and Hammack, 2000) and the low salinity area can extent up to 50 km offshore (Allison
et al., 2000). Based on the data from a transect south of Marsh Island (see Figure 5.1), Allison et
al., (2000) showed that during early stages of a frontal passage, the SSC in entire water column
can exceed 1 g/l in water depth shallower than 5 m. After a few hours of wind speed weakening,
accumulation of sediments close to bed can form a fluid mud with concentration more than
25 g/l.
Most of the previous research on bottom boundary layer and wave-mud interaction from
the Atchafalaya shelf were based on data measured from mud dominated environments. For this
study, we have focused on the influence of cold fronts on wave transformation and sediment
resuspension and transport over transgressive sand shoals on the inner shelf off the central
Louisiana coast, eg. Tiger and Trinity Shoals. Although the Tiger and Trinity Shoals are
physically away from the river mouth, Atchafalaya River discharge and sediment load may
interact with the hydrodynamics of the shoal environment. Therefore, extra-tropical winter
storm-induced hydrodynamics, bottom boundary layer parameters, and sediment resuspension at
Tiger and Trinity Shoal Complex were investigated during low and high discharge from the
Atchafalaya River. The interaction of high frequency waves generated by frontal passages and
offshore swells waves with resuspended fine sediments were also discussed in more detail.
Finally, the opportunity to employ diverse range of acoustic and optical instruments to
simultaneously measure waves and SSC from the shoal complex helped us to compare their
performance in a mud dominated coastal environment.

5.2 Experimental Setting
A transect across the Tiger and Trinity Shoal complex was identified based on the
bathymetry and general orientation of the shoal complex. Three locations were selected for
seasonal deployment of instrument tripods, which included acoustic and optical instruments for
recording waves, sediment concentration, and current profiles. The stations were designated as
TT1, TT2 and TT3 in Figure 5.1. The tripod location at TT2 was located on the northern flank
of the Trinity Shoal because no offshore oil platforms, or any other sturdy structures were
identified on the shoal crest for safely tethering the tripod. Inshore of station TT1, a permanent
observation station, noted as CSI03 in Figure 5.1, provided the meteorological as well as
hydrodynamic conditions close to the shore. This station is part of the Wave, Current and Surge
Information System (WAVCIS), designed to provide continuous observation of met-ocean
conditions from the northern Gulf of Mexico (Stone et al., 2001). A qualitative map of bed
sediment type from the Atchafalaya shelf is also provided in Figure 5.1.
Since the discharge of fresh water and sediments from the Atchafalaya River may affect
the bottom boundary layer characteristics of the shoal complex, two time periods were selected
for deployments. According to the recorded mean flow at Simmesport station, close to the
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diversion point in the upper Atchafalaya basin, the river discharge is approximately 5000 m3/s
with the maximum discharge occurring between January and June (Kineke et al., 2006). In the
first deployment, hereafter referred to as experiment A, a Pulse Coherent Acoustic Doppler
Profiler (PCADP) and an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) were deployed at TT1,
during Dec 3, 2008 to Dec 18, 2008.
Comparison between the performance of these two acoustic devices in measuring wave
characteristics, and monitoring the flow energetics and sediment dynamics over Tiger Shoal,
before the start of high discharge season, were the main objectives of this deployment.
Quantification of the wave attenuation over the muddy environment between TT1 and CSI03
was another goal for this test deployment.

Figure 5.2: Daily mean discharge of Atchafalaya River and its mean suspended sediment
load, measured at Simmesport station, LA (Data courtesy USGS). The time period of
experiments A and B are shown by double arrows.

In the second deployment, hereafter called experiment B, three tripods were deployed at
TT 1-3, to measure the wave and current parameters and sediment concentration close to the
bottom, over both Tiger and Trinity Shoals, from March 19 2009 to April 23 2009. However,
due to malfunction of wave sensor deployed at TT3, the wave transformation could not be
studied over Trinity Shoal.
The daily mean discharge and sediment load from the Atchafalaya River are depicted in
Figure 5.2. As expected, the discharge was less than its mean value during experiment A, and
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both river discharge and suspended sediment load increased uniformly during the December
deployment. This low discharge and sediment load during experiment A was in contrast with the
discharge scenario from experiment B, in which a higher than mean value for water discharge
was observed for the entire deployment duration. A single peak in sediment load was also
recorded.
In experiment A, the upper water column was monitored using an upward looking 1200
kHz RDI workhorse ADCP, which was fixed on the instrument tripod with sensor head at 75 cm
above the bottom (cmab), and having 25 cm bin size and blanking distance of 62 cm above the
transducer head. The ADCP recorded 2048 velocity and surface track data points for each hour,
with sampling frequency of 2 Hz. Moreover, it had an inbuilt pressure sensor, with the same
sampling frequency. A downward looking SonTek 1.5 MHz PCADP was also deployed to
record high resolution velocity profiles close to the bottom. The transducer head was
approximately 110 cmab, and 37 bins of 3.3 cm wide starting from 15 cm below the sensor. The
sampling frequency of hourly records measured by PCADP (burst mode) and its built-in pressure
sensor was 2 Hz. Two OBSs (Campbell Scientific and D & A model 3+ Optical Backscatterance
Sensors) sampled at 2 Hz providing 2048 data points for each hour at 25 and 60 cmab.
Wave data were also measured at CSI03, from hourly 17 min records of pressure
fluctuations; sampled at 2 Hz. At all WAVCIS stations, highly sensitive Paro-scientific®
pressure sensors, used for measuring waves, were deployed at 1.5 m below water surface, to be
able to resolve high frequency waves. Meteorological parameters were also sampled at 1 Hz for
a 10 min period and the average values were recorded. Wind speed and direction were measured
approximately 24 m above water surface; Because measurements of air and water temperature,
humidity and barometric pressure were also available from CSI03 during both experiments, it
was possible to convert the wind velocity to equivalent neutral wind, following the method of
Liu and Tang (1996).
During experiment B, TT1 and TT2 had an identical PCADP and OBS sensor
configuration, as in experiment A. However, the ADCP’s were configured to record 10 minuteaveraged current data for every 20 minutes. In addition, both tripods also housed two Seabird
Microcats, which measured temperature, salinity and depth, at 50 and 100 cmab. Moreover, 6 m
away from the main tripod at TT2, an additional SonTek downward looking 5 MHz Acoustic
Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) was deployed at 50 cmab with sampling volume at 18 cm below the
sensor head. The pressure data were also recorded using an external Druck pressure sensor at 70
cmab. The 2048 records were acquired at 4 Hz sampling frequency for every 30 minutes.
The tripod at TT3 (offshore station) included one downward looking ADV at 50 cmab
with an internal pressure sensor. However, the data from this ADV were discarded after noticing
several long gaps in most of the burst records. There were also 2 OBS sensors on this tripod,
deployed at 25 and 50 cmab, which worked fine. The ADCP at CSI03 was also maintained
before experiment B, which was an upward looking instrument having 0.5 m bin size and the
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sensor head was located 50 cmab. Unfortunately the Paro-scientific® pressure sensor at CSI03
stopped working on March 24 2009, and the anemometer failed on April 1 2009.

5.3 Methods
The preprocessing of PCADP and ADV data were performed using the Hydratools
toolbox (Martini et al., 2005), a MATLAB toolbox developed by U.S. Geological Survey
consisting of several filtering and visual tools to detect and fix outliers in the dataset. The pulsecoherent technique used in PCADP determines the along-beam velocity based on the phase shift
between two consecutive reflected signals. However, the phase shift is limited to –π to π,
resulting unambiguous velocity in the range of -0.5Va to +0.5Va, and the velocities outside this
range would fold into this range. The so called resolution velocity, Va, depends on sound
velocity, instrument frequency, resolution cell distance (0.6 m in both PCADPs) and time
between consecutive emitted signals. Lacy and Sherwood (2004) modified the SonTek
procedure to resolve velocity ambiguity by low-pass filtering of resolution velocities, and use of
the time series to identify ambiguity errors, and reported superior performance of their algorithm
than the original SonTek algorithm. Therefore, the algorithm of Lacy and Sherwood (2004) was
used in this study.
Wave spectrum was determined from pressure data and two components of horizontal
velocity using DIrectional WAve SPectra (DIWASP) Toolbox (Johnson, 2008). Hashimoto
(1997) showed the superior performance of Extended Maximum Entropy Method for estimating
the directional wave spectrum when three quantity measurements were taken at the same
location. Therefore, EMEP was used for processing all directional wave spectra for ADV and
PCADP data. However, the preliminary evaluation of the performance of EMEP implemented in
Teledyne RDI software package, WavesMon, for processing ADCP data, showed that during low
energy conditions, EMEP failed to converge; most likely due to low signal-to-noise ratio.
Therefore the Iterative Maximum Likelihood Method (Pawka, 1983) was employed for three top
layers of velocities measured by ADCP to determine the directional wave spectrum. Note that
wave analysis was done for PCADP data using the central cell to avoid negative and positive
bias due to near sensor effects and interference of the reflection from bottom (Lacy and
Sherwood, 2004).
The 2048 burst pressure sensor records were demeaned and then partitioned into 15
subsets with 50% overlap. Each sequence was filtered using a Hanning window, and the
spectrum having about 22 degrees of freedom and frequency resolution of 0.0078 Hz was
calculated. The depth correction was also applied. Note that the same frequency resolution was
used for final spectra from all wave sensors, and the directional resolution of 4 degree was
employed for directional spectra of ADCPs, ADV and PCADPs.
Due to shallow sensor depth, linear water theory predicts that horizontal wave velocity
and pressure fluctuations are less than 2% of their surface values for a wave component with
frequency f r , which is beyond 0.47 Hz and 0.4 Hz in Tiger and Trinity data respectively.
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Therefore a cutoff frequency of 0.4 Hz is used for all wave spectra computations and a power tail
of f r

−5

is assumed beyond cutoff frequency, in accordance with the theory of Phillips (1958).

It is worthwhile to distinguish between components of waves which are locally driven by
wind (wind sea) and the components which have been generated far offshore (swells). In order
to separate different wave components, the wave partitioning procedure of Hanson et al. (2009)
was employed. In order to separate wind sea and swells, the following wave age criteria was
used, based on Hanson and Phillips (2001):
c p ≤ (1.5) U 10 cos δ ,

0≤δ ≤

π

(5.1)

2

In which c p denotes wave phase speed, U 10 is wind speed at 10 m above mean sea level,
and δ is the angle between wind and wave components.
During the passage of cold fronts, the wind veers rapidly and another criterion is needed
to distinguish between wind sea and young swells, which are recently released from the
influence of wind forcing. Following Hanson and Phillips (1999), the wind sea component
should maintain energy above a threshold level estimated by the equilibrium range theory of
Phillips (1985). In low energy conditions, there may not be any peak in the wind sea section of
the spectrum. Therefore the wind sea part was assumed to be the same as the entire parabolic
region of the spectrum separated by Equation 5.1.
The turbidity of water was measured using OBS sensors at 25 and 60 cmab, at TT1, TT2
and TT3. The OBS sensor is highly sensitive to suspended particle characteristics (Baker and
Lavelle, 1984). The readings of OBS sensors were correlated to true corresponding SSC, using
sediment samples collected from their respective deployment sites; as suggested by previous
studies (Downing and Beach, 1989; Kineke and Sternberg, 1992).
In order to do the sensor calibration at the Lab following routine was adopted: OBS
sensor was immersed in a black bucket, half filled with distilled water, and having a stirrer. The
leading cable was connected to a data logger with the same setup configuration as it was in the
field deployment. Sediment collected from the deployment site was added to the bucket
incrementally and stirred gently. For each step, 100 readings (in counts) were recorded, until the
mixture reached a uniform condition and the average count would represent the water turbidity.
Moreover, samples were taken from the sediment-water mixture, each time following the OBS
data recording. The collected samples were filtered, dried in an oven at 35o C, weighed which
represented SSC in mg/l. The maximum measured SSC during the experiment was 6 g/l and a
linear regression curve was generated by plotting OBS readings against their corresponding
measured SSC; following Kineke and Sternberg (1992). The linear behavior of the curve was
confirmed by a correlation coefficient ranging from 0.94-0.99, from different deployment sites
across the shoal complex, and all data points were within two standard deviations from the
regression curve (Kineke and Sternberg, 1992).
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The backscatter signal strength of an acoustic instrument also could be potentially used
for estimating the SSC. The theories for estimation of SSC using acoustic devices were mainly
developed for ADCP deployments and used successfully in different coastal environments
(Defendi et al., 2010; Gartner, 2004; Hoitink and Hoekstra, 2005; Thorne et al., 1999). Fugate
and Friedrichs (2002) used ADV, OBS and LISST to determine concentration of cohesive
sediments in Chesapeake Bay, USA; and found that ADV was the best estimator for SSC in that
environment. A detailed evaluation of performance of ADV in estimation of SSC is recently
presented in Ha et al. (2009) which showed that the estimates of ADV was noisier than that from
OBS, due to smaller sampling volume. More recently, Ha et al. (2011) also adopted the acoustic
methods of SSC-estimation for PCADP, and showed their success in the estimation of SSC in
both the lab and field environment.
For ADV, the sampling volume is few centimeter away from the transducer head (18 cm
for 5 MHz ADVOcean used in this study). Therefore, the effect of absorption of signal by
sediment or water was negligible and a linear regression curve was assumed between the
logarithm of backscatter signal strength (measured in count=0.43 dB (SonTek, 2001)) and
logarithm of SSC (Ha et al., 2009). However, for the case of PCADP, profiling range was much
more extended and the acoustic inversion algorithm was more complex. Following Ha et al.
(2011), the simplified sonar equation proposed by Deines (1999) with inclusion of sediment
effects on the backscattering was employed in this study; which assumed the following relation
in profiling range of PCADP:
10 log( SSC ) − 2(α s + α w ) R − 20 log(ψ R) = K c E + C

(5.2)

where E is echo level (in counts), R is the distance between the transducer and
measurement volume, α w and α s are attenuation due to water and the sediment concentration,
and K c and C are signal calibration coefficients. Close to the transducer, the assumption of
spherical spreading is no longer valid, therefore the coefficient ψ is also used in Equation 5.2 to
distinguish between near and far transducer fields, according to the equation proposed by
Downing et al. (1995). The attenuation by water column is composed of pure water absorption
and ionic relaxation processes of boric acid and magnesium sulphate. Francois and Garrison
(1982) suggested a set of equations to calculate these components of α w as a function of salinity,
temperature, water depth, pH and frequency of the transducer ( f ). The attenuation of signal due
to sediment, α s , is itself the sum of two components: scattering loss ( ξ s ) which is important for
larger particles (>50 µm for f =1.5MH), and viscous absorption ( ξν ) which is dominant for
fine-grain sediment. Finally α s can be determined from the following equation (Ha et al., 2011):
R

αs =

1
(ξ s + ξν ) SSC (r ) dr
R0

∫

(5.3)
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In which r is the sub-distance from the emitter. A detailed parameterization of ξν and ξ s
can be found elsewhere (Richards et al., 1996; Thorne and Hanes, 2002; Thorne et al., 1991).
Note that α s depends on SSC, and therefore the Equations 5.2 and 5.3 need to be solved
iteratively. Because the iterative feedback between SSC and α s was positive, the underrelaxation of the solutions in each step was performed to avoid diverging to infinity (Hageman
and Young, 2004; Thorne and Hanes, 2002).

5.4 Observations
The wind speed and direction at CSI03 during the experiment A is presented in Figure
5.3a. During this two week deployment, a strong cold front crossed the study area on Dec 10
and its effect, in terms of elevated wind, waves and currents lasted for 3 days. Another weak
storm event also occurred during Dec 4-7. The time series of significant wave height measured
by PCADP and ADCP and the sea and swell components of wave height are shown in Figure
5.3b-d. The time intervals in which the difference between PCADP- and ADCP-measured wave
heights were more than 20 cm, or if a variation of 10 cm would happen at least twice in a 12 hour
duration, they are labeled in Figure 5.3b. Note that label (I) represents neither of the
aforementioned conditions, but labeled as a representative of the conditions in which sea and
swell components were different but the total wave heights were in good agreement. Such
differences happened mainly due to the fact that two different methods were used to estimate
directional distribution of energy from ADCP and PCADP measurements. Therefore, the
spectral domain corresponding to sea and swell components were also different. The good
agreements of sea and swell peak period and direction shown in Figure 5.3k-n confirm this
explanation. The significant variation between wave heights is demonstrated by label (V) in
Figure 5.3b. The velocity data recorded by PCADP during this time period, as well as for the
durations corresponding to labels (IV), (VI) and (VII), contain several spikes which have been
introduced most likely by ambiguity resolution algorithm, as described in section 5.3. To
quantify this error, any spike in u and v velocity which exceeded both previous and next
recorded velocities by at least 30 cm/s and at least one standard deviation, was flagged as an
erroneous jump. The Figure 5.3e demonstrates the maximum number of erroneous jumps in U
and V velocities coincident with labels (IV), (V), (VI) and (VII) in Figure 5.3b.
The discrepancies in wave heights labeled as (III) and (VIII) can be explained in terms of
non-uniform velocity profiles of currents in water column. The recorded current speed profiles
are shown in Figure 5.3f-g for ADCP and PCADP respectively, and the corresponding current
direction profiles are shown in Figure 5.3h-i. Note that the colors are selected according to the
convention of “coming from” for the currents, to be consistent with conventional wind and wave
directions as shown in panels (a), (m) and (n). In general, current direction during cold front
passages was uniform throughout the water column and mainly controlled by the prevailing wind
direction. By default, the ADCP would use velocity from the top layers to estimate wave
spectrum while PCADP would use the velocity from bottom layers.
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Figure 5.3: a) Time series of wind speed and direction measured at CSI03 during experiment A; b) Wave height measured by
ADCP and PCADP. The shadow blocks and the labels represent the occasions when the instruments were not in good
agreement; c-d) The sea and swell wave height; e) the number of suspicious jumps in measured velocity components by
PCADP; f-g) horizontal current speed profile measured by ADCP and PCADP respectively; h-i) current direction (with
“coming from” convention assumed); j) hydrodynamic bed (zero velocity) and the height of maximum reflectance measured
by PCADP; (k-l) peak wave period of sea and swell component; (m-n) mean wave direction of sea and swell component. The
black line in (i) and white line in (g) are hydrodynamic bed.
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During events labeled by (III), the high frequency sea waves were coming from the
northeast while the surface current was still from the southeast. The opposing direction of waves
and surface currents resulted in higher wave height recorded by ADCP. During event (VIII) the
same happened and the only difference was the fact that sea component was weak and the
difference between the instruments came mainly from the swell estimation (see Figure 5.3c-d).
Although the Doppler shifting effect has been implemented in WavesMon processing software,
and resulted in better agreement of wave heights during time period (III) and (VIII), it also
introduced discontinuities in the high frequency end of spectrum. Therefore the current-wave
interaction was purposefully kept inactive for wave processing of ADCP records.
During the time period labeled as (II), the ADCP and PCADP pressure sensor were not in
agreement. This time period coincided with the time in which the depth of maximum backscatter
changed (see red curve in Figure 5.3j). Most likely at this time, the weak northerly currents,
resulted from the cold front of Dec 4, resuspended the “fluffy mud” from the Tiger Shoal crest
and the instruments were not stable enough to record reliable data. The level with maximum
backscatter signal, referred to as LMBS hereafter (red line in Figure 5.3j) becomes one with the
hydrodynamic bottom (position of zero velocity shown by blue line in Figure 5.3j) from this
point onwards. Sediment samples collected from the site during the deployment survey revealed
a thick mud layer over a stable substrate of shell and shell hash mixture. The samples collected
two weeks later, during the retrieval survey, were predominantly shell and shell hash. The
change in bottom fabric, from fluffy mud to shell and shell hash mixture, indicates significant
resuspension and transport of bottom sediments during this two week winter deployment period.
Figure 5.3j also shows a significant resuspension at early stages of the cold front on December
10.
As mentioned earlier, the ADCP is able to provide a frequency spectrum using three
distinct methods; high frequency pressure sensor sampling, orbital velocity method and directly
from surface tracking (RD Instruments, 2001). The average of wave frequency spectra,
independently computed using the aforementioned three methods, are shown in Figure 5.4. The
bimodal distribution of energy has a wind sea peak at about 0.31 Hz, and a swell peak at about
0.13 Hz. Note that the default method for wave calculation is based on orbital velocity, which
has the advantage of being in good agreement with pressure sensor data in the lower frequency
end of the spectrum; while the surface track method would perform poorly at this end of the
spectrum. The orbital velocity method is also in good agreement with surface tracking method in
higher end of spectrum when pressure signal at the ADCP head would be too noisy. Good
agreement of these methods verifies the general performance of the ADCP in producing wave
spectrum from a range of met-ocean conditions.
The time series distribution of barometric pressure, air temperature and sea surface
temperature at CSI03 during experiment A are provided, along with wind vectors, in Figure
5.5a-c. Although water temperature gradually decreased during cold front passages, decrease of
atmospheric pressure during prefrontal stage and drop in air temperature during the passage of
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cold fronts, are always expected (Pepper and Stone, 2004). Change in wind direction is very
dramatic during a cold front event and it changes from the prefrontal southeast direction to
southwest, west, north and ultimately, with the passage of the front, return back to normal
conditions. The 40-hour low pass filtered water depth was calculated at TT1 using data from
pressure sensor of PCADP and atmospheric pressure at CSI03. As shown in Figure 5.5d, water
level set-up was produced close to the coast by prefrontal southerly winds and released by
northerly postfrontal winds. The difference of water level before and after frontal passage at Dec
10 exceeds 0.6 m.

Figure 5.4: The average wave spectrum during experiment A (December 2008) at Tiger
Shoal (TT1), measured by ADCP. Note the general agreement between the three discrete
computational methods implemented for wave spectra.

Figure 5.5e shows the level of energy dissipation over a distance of approximately 9 km
between Tiger station (TT1) and CSI03. Although the wave period did not show significant
transformation (Figure 5.5f), the dissipation of wave height was highly noticeable and usually
intensified during and after the passage of cold fronts. The SSC based on OBS and PCADP at
60 and 25 cmab are provided in Figure 5.5g-h. It is visually possible to evaluate the high
correlation of wave energy dissipation, in terms of significant wave height (Figure 5.5e) and SSC
(Figure 5.5g-h). During the cold front passage of Dec 10, the wave height measured at Tiger
Shoal was almost 1 m for a few days following the frontal system passage, while the wave height
recorded at CSI03 showed significant energy dissipation, after the SSC peak was recorded on
December 10 at the offshore station.
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The estimations of SSC based on PCADP backscatter intensity showed good agreement
with both OBS sensors (see Figure 5.5g-h). The correlation coefficient was 0.79 for both OBS
sensors, and the average SSC measured by OBS sensors at 60 and 25 cmab during the
experiment A were 0.075 and 0.189 (g/lit) higher than the corresponding SSC estimated from
PCADP data.

Figure 5.5: a) Wind speed and direction; b) barometric pressure; c) air and sea surface
temperature measured at CSI03 station during experiment A (December 2008); d) Hourly
water depth variation and its 40 hour butterworth low pass filter values at Tiger Shoal; e-f)
wave height and peak wave period measured at Tiger Shoal and CSI03 station; g-h)
suspended sediment concentration, estimated from OBS sensor and PCADP echo, at 60 and
25 cmab.
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Figure 5.6: a) Wind speed and direction measured at CSI03 and NOAA AMRL1 (coastal
station within Atchafalya Bay), during experiment B (March-April 2009); b) Significant
wave height measured at CSI03, Tiger Shoal (TT1 in Figure 5.1) and Trinity Shoal (TT2 in
Figure 5.1) ; c-d) The sea and swell wave height measured at the same three stations; e-f)
Direction of horizontal velocity profile (upper water column) measured by ADCP at TT2;
g-h) Corresponding horizontal velocity profile direction (for the bottom 1 m) measured by
PCADP at TT2; i-l) repeating the e-h plots for TT1; m-n) repeating e-f plots for CSI03
station. The white curves in PCADP profiles show the hydrodynamic bottom.

The wind speed and direction measured at CSI03 during experiment B is shown in Figure
5.6a. The data from NOAA AMRL1 station are also shown in the same panel. This station is
located approximately 40 km to the east of Marsh Island. Although the wind speed from
AMRL1 station was lower than CSI03 due to coastal effects, the wind direction was in good
agreement with CSI03 because the spatial scale of a cold front is of the order of 200-300 km.
The time series distribution of significant wave heights at stations TT2, TT1, and CSI03 are
shown in Figure 5.6b. Since the algorithm to separate wind sea and swell components requires
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in situ wind speed and direction, these components could be calculated only when wind speed
from CSI03 was available (see Figure 5.6c-d). It is evident that wind sea component closely
followed the wind fluctuations for all stations. When wind speed was mild (< 5 m/s), all stations
showed the same range in wind sea parameters. However, during more intense wind, the deeper
stations had higher wind sea wave height. The swell component was lower for shallow waters,
as expected, due to more dissipation from wave-bottom interaction as water depth would
decrease. Energy of waves is proportional to the square of wave height; So, 10-70% of wave
energy was estimated to dissipate between TT1 and TT2, and the wave energy decayed between
TT1 and CSI03 by 30-90%. However, no significant trend was observed between the dissipation
level of sea and swell wave components, Figure 5.6c-d.
The horizontal current direction and speed measured by ADCP for upper water column
(Figure 5.6e-f) and PCADP for lower water column (Figure 5.6g-h), at TT2, show that wind was
the main factor controlling the current field over Trinity Shoal during cold fronts. Similarly,
current fields from the entire water column at TT1 and CSI03 locations, during the experiment B
are provided in Figure 5.6i-l and Figure 5.6m-n respectively. Although generally decreased in
deeper waters, the current speed exceeded 0.6 m/s at Trinity station (TT2), during frontal
passages across the shoal complex.
The air pressure at CSI03 and wind vectors during experiment B are shown in Figure
5.7a-b which highlights the coincidence of air pressure drop and the corresponding change in
wind vectors. As depicted in Figure 5.7c, the time series of surface water temperature at CSI03
and from 1 mab at TT1 and TT2 are aligned, and show slow response to cold front passages.
However, air temperature dropped quickly once northerly cold air intruded from the continental
USA into the Gulf of Mexico. Salinity variations measured 1 mab at TT1 and TT2 are
demonstrated in Figure 5.7d. Low values of salinity at TT1 confirms the incursion of fresh
water into the shoal complex, and, as expected, more dilution was noticed at TT1 than at TT2,
given the proximity of the Tiger Shoal to the fresh water source from Atchafalaya River and also
for its shallow bathymetry. The low pass filtered water depth variations at TT1 and TT2 during
experiment B are provided in Figure 5.7e-f which show strong response of water level to wind
direction. As expected, the wind-induced water level variation is more intense at TT1 because it
is in a shallower water depth. It is important to note that beside wind stress, the change in
atmospheric pressure and wave setup also contributes to water level variations (Li et al., 2011).
The maximum water level variation during experiment B happened in the frontal passage on
April 05 which exceeds 0.75 m and 0.55 m at TT1 and TT2 respectively.
The SSC estimates based on OBS readings and PCADP, at 25 and 60 cmab, at TT1 are
shown in Figure 5.7gh. Unlike experiment A, there is low correlation between these two SSC
estimates, especially after March 26 when high spring discharge from the River gradually began.
Figure 5.7i provides similar pattern of SSC from station TT2. A high OBS reading is also found
at TT3 (Figure 5.7j). The LMBS and zero velocity level from PCADP data were further
analyzed to determine the shoal bottom, and the results are provided in Figure 5.7k-l for TT1 and
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TT2 respectively. Unlike TT1 which had a stable bottom, TT2 experienced a series of
resuspension events and a net sediment deposition after the passage of succeeding cold fronts.
The deeper location of TT2, on the northern flank of Trinity Shoal, also might have contributed
to this sediment accumulation with the passage of storms.

Figure 5.7: Time series of met-ocean data from the experiment B (March-April 2009): a)
Wind vectors (incomplete due to instrument failure at CSI03); b) barometric pressure, c)
air and sea surface temperature measured at CSI03 station as well as water temperature 1
mab at TT1 and TT2; d) Salinity distribution 1 mab at TT1 and TT2; e-f) Hourly water
depth variation and its 40 hour butterworth low passes filter values at TT1 and TT2
respectively; g-h) suspended sediment concentration, estimated from OBS sensor and
PCADP echo, at TT1, at 25 and 60 cmab respectively; i) Corresponding data as (h) from
TT2 station; j) suspended sediment concentration, estimated from OBS sensor at TT3, at
60 and 25 cmab; k-l) hydrodynamic bed and the height of maximum reflectance measured
by PCADP at TT1 and TT2.

The sediment samples from Tiger Shoal, before and after deployment in experiment B,
were composed of 79-95% shell and shell hash. Unfortunately, no samples were taken farther
north of TT1, on the Tiger Shoal, to determine the shoreward extension of shell materials.
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However, the bed samples taken periodically from CSI03 during the last 10 years by WAVCIS
field support group confirmed that the bottom material at CSI03 always consists of cohesive
sediments, derived from the westward flowing Atchafalaya mud stream. Based on median grain
size (D50) of the non-shell fraction of the sediment samples at TT1, medium to fine sand forms
the rest of the Tiger Shoal bed materials. The concentration of shell materials slightly decreased
1 km southwest of the TT1 to approximately 70%, and became less than 19% within 3 km
southwest of TT1.

Figure 5.8: Comparison of PCADP and ADV in terms of a) significant wave height and b)
swell wave direction; Panel (c) shows the number of suspicious jumps (u and v velocity
components) in each burst for PCADP.

The sediment samples close to TT2 site had a dominant particle size of fine sand
(D50=0.125mm), before and after deployments. However, the samples collected from the shoal
crest during the deployment survey contained more medium sand, while the samples taken
during the retrieval survey had more fine sand, and in some samples, the secondary peak
happened in the grain size curves close to D50=0.088 mm. Over the Trinity Shoal, the grain size
distribution showed more medium sand and less fine sands after the deployment. The change in
grain size distribution was negligible in the samples taken 2 km south of Trinity Shoal before and
after deployment.
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The wave heights measured by PCADP and ADV at TT2 during experiment B are
compared in Figure 5.8a. Considering the different sampling frequency of two instruments (4 Hz
for ADV and 2 Hz for PCADP), there was a good agreement between the two measurements
(R2=0.99 and rms=0.07 m); however as identified in Figure 5.8a, there is a short interval in
which the difference between the wave height recorded by two instruments exceeds 30 cm. The
directions of swell component of the wave spectra from two instruments during that time period
are also very different (see Figure 5.8b). The number of suspicious jumps in velocity is depicted
in Figure 5.8c, which shows several significant maxima in the same time period. Therefore,
beside the inherent difference in configuration of these instruments, the ambiguity resolution
algorithm is also partially responsible for the difference between wave spectra recorded by ADV
and PCADP.

5.5 Discussion
Because the Gulf of Mexico is a semi-enclosed basin, the waves recorded during both
experiments from Tiger and Trinity Shoal complex should be composed of local wind sea waves,
young swells recently released from wind force due to change in wind direction, and swell waves
generated farther offshore in the Gulf of Mexico. In the range of 3-9 second waves, recorded in
experiment A (see Figure 5.3k-l), the group velocity is smaller than wind speed, and therefore
young swells cannot propagate in front of wind fronts. Linear wave dispersion relationship
predicts linear decrease of peak wave period with time (Hanson and Phillips, 2001). However,
an increase of peak period before cold front events of Dec 4 and Dec 10 (Figure 5.3l) showed
that swell energy during these time periods originated from events that were not well represented
as a persistent point source. Small variation of the mean swell direction during Dec 10-12 is in
agreement with persistent 0.5-1 m swell waves (see Figure 5.3n); however slight increase in
wave direction happened due to energy contribution from northerly young local swells generated
by wind veering to the north .
The wave spectrum evolution, particularly during discrete events of cold front passages,
can be used to analyze the wave energy dissipation in more detail. The change of frequency
spectrum between TT1 and CSI03 during experiment A is demonstrated in Figure 5.9a. The
dissipation of low frequency waves (swells), in the range of 0.1-0.2 Hz, is in accordance with
long wave paradigm (e.g. Sheremet and Stone, (2003) and references therein). The complex
transformation at the high frequency end of the wave spectra, particularly during the passage of
cold fronts, is attributed to the interaction with southerly waves generated from fetch limited
post-frontal northerly wind. Fetch is more limited for CSI03 than TT1 (approximately 13 km vs.
20 km for northerly wind) and therefore more energy is expected at TT1 during cold front
passages. In other words, the modifications in high energy end of spectrum are at least partially
due to local generation of waves and not directly from energy dissipation. However, there are
several time periods in which there is significant energy difference in high frequency waves at
TT1 and CSI03 while wind direction is persistently from the south; e.g. Dec 3-5, Dec8-9 or Dec
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14-16. Note that during all of these time periods, the SSC close to bottom is relatively high
(Figure 5.5g-h). Sheremet and Stone (2003) also report the dissipation of short waves at CSI03
and suggest that mud-wave interaction is responsible for dissipation of both high and low
frequency waves. One mechanism for such energy dissipation in shallow water is the transfer of
energy from energetic high frequency waves to low frequency (Infra-gravity) waves by nonlinear
triad interaction. The interaction of Infra-gravity waves and bottom in shallow water can
effectively dissipate the wave energy (Elgar and Raubenheimer, 2008; Kaihatu et al., 2007;
Sheremet et al., 2011). Recently, based on a two layer wave-mud model and without inclusion
of triad wave-wave interaction, Kranenburg et al. (2011) show that mud-wave interaction itself
also can dissipate energy from either low or high frequency waves, depending on the viscosity
and the height of fluid mud layer. This model is used in the next chapter to reproduce the wave
spectrum during cold fronts.

Figure 5.9: The contrast in energy level (as a function of time and frequency) measured a)
by ADCP at TT1 and pressure sensor at CSI03, during experiment A; b) by PCADPs at
TT1 and TT2 during experiment B; c) by PCADP at TT1 and ADCP at CSI03 during
experiment B. The solid line is the time series of wind direction at CSI03. During
experiment B, wind bird at CSI03 failed 10 days into the survey, thereafter wind direction
from NOAA AMRL1 station, located approximately 40 km to the east of Marsh Island, is
included in the plots, (see the dash lines).
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Figure 5.9b-c show the same graphs for the difference between spectrum evolutions in
TT2-TT1 and TT1-CSI03 respectively. Again, during experiment B, the time periods of Mar 2325, Apr 8-11 and Apr 16-19 represent southerly winds while there was significant dissipation of
high frequency waves. It is evident that fetch variation alone could not fully explain the energy
evolution of high frequency sea waves, rather complex interaction with bottom suspended
materials also should be accounted for both low and high frequency wave dissipation over the
shoal complex.
The seafloor response to hydrodynamic forces during the deployments is also of interest.
The sediment samples collected before experiment A showed a thick layer of fluffy mud over
TT1 (Tiger Shoal) site, while the samples collected during the retrieval survey was dominated
with shell and shell hash. The LMBS and hydrodynamic bottom can be used as a proxy to
monitor seafloor variation, especially when the direct measurement of the bottom would be
extremely difficult. Those estimates for TT1 site during experiment A are shown in Figure 5.3j.
Note that the high concentration of sediment in water column may result in dissipation of signal
before bed level and velocity estimation becomes unreliable for deeper levels. In such
conditions, there is a big gap between LMBS and hydrodynamic bottom. In addition, on hard
bottom in which the acoustic signal cannot penetrate into bed substrate, the maximum
backscatter happens at the same level as zero velocity level.
The movement of bed material should be related to physical forces exerted on the bottom
particles. The algorithm of Soulsby and Clarke (2005) was employed to estimate bed shear
stress. The root mean square value of shear stress over wave cycles was used as a general
measure of forces on sediment particles during random waves (Soulsby and Clarke, 2005;
Whitehouse et al., 2000) and D50=6 µm was used for experiment A. As shown in Figure 5.10a,
the shear stress is high after few hours of deployment in experiment A, and exceeds 0.4 (Nm-2) at
late hours of Dec 4. At this time, there is a strong northward bottom current (Figure 5.3g,i)
which might have flushed away the fine grain sediments. Therefore, the LMBS estimate of
bottom coincides with hydrodynamic bottom after the Dec 5 storm event (Figure 5.3j). The only
exception was few hours before and after Dec 10, when the computed shear stress reached its
maximum value for the entire deployment in experiment A. High bottom shear stress at the early
phase of cold front could move shell particles and let the finer grain sediments beneath them to
release in water column, and produce a high concentration of suspended sediment close to
bottom. These suspended sediments were swept southward by strong southward bottom
currents, associated with the post-frontal northerly wind regime. Although not shown here, the
change in bed level in TT1 was confirmed by the increase in mean water level difference
between CSI03 and TT1 that happened after Dec 5. Because the CSI03 pressure sensor was
connected to a stable rig of an oil platform, the change in mean water level difference can be
interpreted as increase in water depth at TT1, which occurred due to erosion of mud layer.
The similar shear stress estimates for experiment B are presented in Figure 5.10b-c in
which D50=0.4 and 0.12 mm were selected for median grain size at TT1 and TT2 respectively,
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based on pre- and post-deployment sediment samples. Relatively stable bottom at TT1 (Figure
5.7k) is in agreement with high concentration of shell in sediment samples before and after
deployment. However, bed sediments at TT2 site was predominantly fine sand, and showed
evidences for undergoing series of deposition and resuspension, during experiment B. Most of
the peaks of high sediment suspension close to bed was in tandem with LMBS (Figure 5.7l)
coinciding with high values of shear stress (see Figure 5.10c) and followed by a corresponding
change in bed level. These depositional events happened in the early stages of the deployment
when northerly wind, generated during the post-frontal phase of cold front passage, produced
strong southward current in the entire water column, which also suggested that the sediment was
brought in from farther north of the Trinity Shoal. However, on March 23, the bed level showed
a noticeable elevation when strong southerly winds (see Figure 5.7a) generated relatively high
waves (Figure 5.6b), and the northward bottom current exceeded 0.3 m/s. It is concluded that the
sediment source of this level change might be originated from the Trinity Shoal itself.

Figure 5.10: RMS values of shear stress (from waves) computed at a) station TT1 during
experiment A; b) same station TT1 during experiment B; c) TT2 during experiment B.

Comparison of shear stress (Figure 5.10a) and SSC (Figure 5.5g-h) shows that the time
period of high shear stress is in good agreement with the time period of high SSC, during
experiment A. High values of shear stress can be caused by energetic southerly waves such as
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during Dec 14-16, or pre-front waves such as on Dec 3 or Dec 9, and continued by high current
speed and energetic high frequency waves generated by cold front passage events such as on Dec
4 or Dec 10-12.
During experiment B, at both Tiger and Trinity stations (TT1 and TT2), the suspended
sediment concentration close to the bed, recorded by optical instruments (OBS at 25 and 60
cmab), differed significantly from corresponding acoustic estimates by PCADP (see SSC values
in Figure 5.7g-i after March 26). The OBS sensor detects the sediments which are at most 20
cm away from sensor head (depending on the signal attenuation) and in its view angle (Downing,
2006) while the PCADP detects the particles within the corresponding cells (3 cm thick in the
setup used in this study). However, the difference between SSC pattern and values suggests that
different sampling volumes cannot explain the difference in SSC estimates of a PCADP and
OBS. It is important to note that the backscatter echo of the PCADP did not follow linear
regression with logarithm of SSC recorded at OBS level after March 26; therefore only the data
from the first few days of deployment were used for PCADP inversion algorithm described in
section 5.3.
The inconsistency between SSC estimates of PCADP and OBS possibly originated from
the physical principles of these instruments and their limitations. Optical instruments are
sensitive to cross-section of suspended particles while the acoustic instruments sense the particle
volume (Ha et al., 2011; Lynch et al., 1994). Using the OBS reading from a settling tank
experiment, Lynch et al. (1994) demonstrated that sensitivity of OBS to smaller particles led to
overestimation of SSC. They suggested that for a mass concentration of a mixture of n classes
of particle sizes, a factor proportional to an−1 was required to adjust the OBS reading, in which a n
was the representative particle radius of corresponding class. The sensitivity of OBS to particle
size is reported by others too (Downing, 2006; Fugate and Friedrichs, 2002). The acoustic
instruments had more complex response and needed an adjustment factor proportional to f n2 an−1
in which f n was called “form factor”, which was a function of ka n in which k was acoustic wave
number. The functionality of the form factor on ka n may result in drastic underestimation of
acoustic estimates of SSC for smaller particles (Lynch et al., 1994; Thorne and Hanes, 2002).
Using simultaneous measurement of particle size by a Laser In Situ Settling Tube, Lynch et al.
(1994) showed that the ratio of optical and acoustic estimate of SSC is related to the change in
the dominant size of suspended particles in water column.
Decrease in representative grain size at the beginning of a cold front passage is
unexpected since the increase in shear stress usually results in suspension of coarser particle size.
Several hypotheses can be assumed for such a decrease in particle size in water column before
peak shear stress is attained. The presence of larger and lighter particles over finer and denser
ones can result in such phenomena (Lynch et al., 1994). However, the extensive array of
vibracore samples taken by Roberts et al., (2010) from Tiger and Trinity Shoals, with some
locations in the near proximity to stations TT1 and TT2, do not support this assumption.
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Another possibility is the condition in which fine particles from the surface layer of the bed were
eroded by comparatively low energy events before March 26, and by erosion of coarser material
on top, a deeper layer of fine materials are now exposed. However, relatively stable bottom at
TT1 and depositions at TT2 are in contradiction with this hypothesis.
It is also possible to assume that the fine grained sediments from the river plume and
resuspended cohesive material south of Marsh Island were brought southward, and retained in
suspension for a longer time as observed by Sheremet et al. (2005) at CSI03, during Hurricane
Claudette. A few clear true color images of MODIS satellite (not presented) processed by Earth
Scan Lab, Louisiana State University (www.esl.lsu.edu) showed southward incursion of river
plume, resulted in high surface SSC from March 28 to April 14. The peak in sediment load of
the Atchafalaya River during experiment B happened in March 20-30 (exact peak on March 25)
as shown in Figure 5.2, which could provide considerable amount of fine grained sediment into
the wider Atchafalaya Bay/shelf. Therefore, the source of unconsolidated fine grained sediment
was available at the northern boundary of the shoal complex, during experiment B. The high
concentration of suspended fine grained sediments can result in the disparity between the
performance of PCADP and OBS, due to the limitations of the particle size that can be detected
by acoustic devices such as PCADP. Acoustic response of sediments having particle radius of
a p is maximum when ka p = 1 . The acoustic SSC estimation is inappropriate beyond this limit
because the Rayleigh scattering model utilized in the computation with the assumption of SSC
calculation is not valid for too large particles (Gartner, 2004; Reichel and Nachtnebel, 1994).
The backscatter signal decreases drastically as ka p decreases and the acoustic estimation of SSC
is not appropriate when ka p is too small. The values between 0.01-0.1 were suggested as a limit
for minimum ka p (Ha et al., 2011; SonTek, 1997; Urick, 1983) and we used 0.05 in this study as
suggested in SonTek (1997). Therefore, for 1.5 MHz PCADP, the particle diameter outside the
range of 0.016-0.32 mm cannot be efficiently sensed. Specifically, if the diameter of the particles
in suspension is much smaller than 16 µm, they cannot be detected by PCADP, while heavily
influence the OBS readings. It was confirmed by Ha et al., (2011) that PCADP was not an
effective instrument to estimate SSC when kaolinite (D50=2 µm) was mixed with fine sand.
In addition, the shear stress at TT1 and TT2 (Figure 5.10b-c) is better correlated with
PCADP-derived SSC (Figure 5.7g-i) than OBS-derived estimates. This correlation is additional
evidence to support the hypothesis of the advection of fine grained sediments from elsewhere,
which were not locally eroded. These advected fine particles skewed the observations of SSC
from OBS, leading to over estimation while hardly detected by acoustic instruments such as
PCADP. However, the suspended sand particles on the shelf, which is a response to the bottom
stress, were detected by PCADP.
In order to detect smaller particles than 16 µm, an instrument with higher frequency is
needed. The ADV at TT2 during experiment B worked with 5 MHz frequency and can be used
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to detect the particles in the size range between 0.005-0.096 mm. Unfortunately, the OBS at 25
cmab at TT2 malfunctioned, but it was still possible to calibrate the ADV with SSC estimated at
32 cmab from PCADP during March 19-26. The estimated SSC of ADV and PCADP are shown
in Figure 5.11. Since ADV estimates were highly correlated with SSC estimates from PCADP
for entire duration of experiment B, and do not show better correlation with the patterns of OBS
readings in Figure 5.7i, it is assumed that fine grained suspended sediments should be smaller
than 5 µm. Also, lower values for the estimates of ADV, in comparison to PCADP, suggest that
resuspension of local sand particles with D50 close to 10 mm can be better sensed by the PCADP
than the ADV.

Figure 5.11: Suspended sediment concentration at TT2 during experiment B, estimation
based on ADV and PCADP back scatter intensity at 32 cmab.

5.6 Conclusions of Chapter 5
The monitoring of meteorological, hydrodynamic and bottom boundary layer parameters
during two weeks of measurement from Tiger Shoal, and a WAVCIS station south of Marsh
Island (CSI03), during a low discharge period of Atchafalaya River (experiment A); and an
extended survey (35 days) for the entire Tiger and Trinity Shoal complex yielded the following
conclusions:
The rapid change in wind speed and direction during the passage of cold fronts resulted
in abrupt change in waves, currents, water level and other hydrodynamic parameters as well as
bottom boundary conditions. Strong and persistent current profiles were measured by PCADP
and ADCP at all stations during cold fronts, from both experiments. Energetic high frequency
waves (with frequency of approximately 0.3 Hz) from north became the dominant wave
component during the frontal passage, while during pre- and post-frontal conditions, the
southerly waves with lower frequency were dominant (0.13 Hz). The salinity at 1 m above the
bottom from Tiger Shoal showed strong influence of the Atchafalaya River plume on the
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hydrodynamics and mixing over the shoal, during cold front events monitored during experiment
B. However, the salinity fluctuation was minimum at the Trinity Shoal deployment site.
Before experiment A, Tiger Shoal was covered by a “fluffy mud” layer, while sediment
samples collected during the retrieval cruise revealed a substrate of shell and shell hash. The
change in physical forcing also resulted in resuspension of bed sediments, as detected by the
maximum reflectance level and the hydrodynamic bottom determined by PCADP. During
experiment B, the Tiger site showed relatively stable bed which was in agreement with shell
dominated sediment samples collected before and after deployment (more than 80% shell and
shell hash). On the other hand, the PCADP at Trinity Shoal detected several stages of erosion
and deposition phases. The passage of each cold front during experiment B resulted in few
centimeter of net deposition at this site located on the northern flank of the shoal. The sediment
samples were dominated by fine sand with slightly more fine sediments collected at the end of
experiment B.
During both experiments, several time periods were identified in which energy of short
period waves, in the frequency range of 0.25-0.4 Hz, were dissipated considerably over the
shoals, while no significant change in the of dissipation was observed between sea and swell
waves. The dissipation of southerly long period waves, in the frequency range of 0.1-0.2 Hz,
could be explained by dissipation with bottom interaction. However, some other mechanism is
needed for dissipation of high frequency waves, because these waves interact weakly with the
bottom. High concentration of suspended sediment close to bottom and extension of sediment
plume to the southern boundary of the shoal complex, as observed from MODIS true color
satellite images, suggested that the mud-wave interaction could be responsible for the dissipation
of high frequency waves. The Nonlinear triad wave-wave interaction may also enhance the
dissipation of high frequency waves by transferring the energy to low frequency components
which have more interaction with mud layer close to the bed. This assumption is evaluated in
more details in Chapter 6.
Using two weeks of measurement in experiment A, the performance of a PCADP and an
ADCP for measuring wave parameters from the Tiger Shoal complex, especially during cold
front events, were compared. Results showed that strong non-uniform current profile and the
velocity ambiguity were responsible for some data discrepancy observed from the two sensors.
Based on the data from experiment B, the performance of an ADV and a PCADP were compared
from Trinity Shoal. The results confirmed that the data mismatch from two instruments
happened when suspicious jumps were recorded in burst samples, which were used to produce
the wave spectrum; and therefore indicating the same conclusion about ambiguity velocity
algorithm used in PCADP. In order to solve this problem, the resolution velocity should be
calculated based on a closer cell to the sensor than 60 cm used in these deployments.
Estimation of suspended sediment concentration based on PCADP and OBS data were in
good agreement in the first deployment, but significantly deviated in the second deployment,
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especially after the peak in sediment load of Atchafalaya River discharge. Suspension of very
fine particles which may be transported to the study area directly by the Atchafalaya River or
resuspended at the north of the study area could be responsible for overestimation of OBS, while
the PCADP cannot detect these fine grained particles. Because the ADV estimate of SSC was
not better than the PCADP, those fine grain particles should be smaller than 5 µm. The
simultaneous monitoring of particle size in the water column, along with wave and current
measurements would help in the future to fully understand the bottom boundary layer dynamics
and its implications on shoal sediment resuspension and distribution, especially during high
energy events like cold fronts passing through the area.
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CHAPTER 6: SIMULATION OF WAVE DAMPING DURING A
COLD FRONT OVER THE MUDDY ATCHAFALAYA SHELF
6.1 Introduction
Third generation wave models calculate the evolution of wave spectra without any preassumed form for the sea or swell part of the spectrum. These phase averaged wave models are
based on the wave action balance equation for wind waves with ambient currents (Whitham,
1965), and is given by:
D N Stot
=
Dt
σ

(6.1)

in which N ≡ E / σ is wave action density, E is wave energy density, σ = 2πf r is the
angular relative frequency, and Stot denotes the total of source/sink terms. In deep water, the
energy exchange between wind and waves, quadruplet wave-wave interaction and energy
dissipation are the main components of Stot (Komen et al., 1994). However, when waves
propagate across intermediate and shallow waters, nearshore processes such as bed friction
become important (Graber and Madsen, 1988). The rate of energy dissipation over non-cohesive
bottom is roughly estimated as a few watts per square meter. This rate is approximately the same
as the rate of wind energy transferred to waves during moderate wind speeds (Cavaleri et al.,
2007).
The general formulation for bottom friction term in phase averaged wave models is as
follows (Weber, 1991):
S fric = −C

k
sinh(2khw )

(6.2)

E

in which k is wave number and hw is water depth. The friction coefficient C varies for
different formulations that have been suggested. In the simplest form, it can be considered as the
constant value of 0.038 m2s-3 for swell waves (Hasselmann et al., 1973) and 0.067 for sea waves
(Bouws and Komen, 1983). However, the friction coefficient is not constant in reality and
depends on wave-induced bed velocity (Young and Gorman, 1995). In the eddy-viscosity model
of Madsen et al. (Madsen et al., 1988), the friction coefficient is given as follows:
C=

g
2

f wU rms

(6.3)

where U rms is the root mean square bottom orbital velocity, and f w is the friction factor
which depends on the near-bottom excursion amplitude and the bed roughness height, K N . The
realistic value for K N depends on ripple formation for sandy bottoms and varies between 0.0277

20 cm. The calibration process suggested K N = Ο (1) cm to be used in wave models (Tolman,
1991).
In the case of a soft muddy bottom, waves are reported to be attenuated at a much faster
rate than the rate predicted using equation (6.2) in the wave model (e.g. Gade (1958)). When
shear stress (induced by waves and background current) exceed the critical value of the local
bed, liquefaction of part of the seabed occurs. The flocculation and slow deposition of the
cohesive suspended sediment form a fluid mud which dissipates the energy of internal wave at
the interface of mud and water, predominantly by internal friction (Winterwerp et al., 2007).
Gade (1958) simplified the problem by assuming a layer of non-viscous water over a viscous
fluid mud layer. However, the hydrostatic assumption in both layers limits the application of his
model to long waves in very shallow water.
Several extensions of the model suggested by Gade (1958) have been proposed to include
non-hydrostatic effects as well as viscosity in the water layer (Dalrymple and Liu, 1978; De Wit,
1995; Ng, 2000). Note that the effect of water viscosity on the dissipation is typically negligible
compared to energy damping within the lower layer (Dalrymple and Liu, 1978). In addition to
the viscous Newtonian fluid models, several other theoretical descriptions of wave damping by
fluid mud are also available in the literature based on different assumptions about mud rheology;
such as visco-elastic (Macpherson, 1980), Bingham-plastic (Mei and Liu, 1987) or poro-elastic
model (Yamamoto et al., 1978). However, Winterwerp et al. (2007) argued that these models are
based on the mud effects which are small or in a short period of time compared to a typical storm
period. Therefore, the damping of wave energy in the lower layer by viscous fluid mud is the
main mechanism of wave attenuation in the presence of fluid mud.
In recent years, inclusion of a mud-induced dissipation term to wave models has been
studied for both phase resolving and phase averaged models (Kaihatu et al., 2007; Kranenburg et
al., 2011; Rogers and Holland, 2009; Sheremet et al., 2011; Winterwerp et al., 2007). The
formulations of Gade (1958) and Ng (2000) are of special interest because their dispersion
equations are explicit. The better performance of wave models with a mud-induced dissipation
term was reported for the simulations of wave propagation over muddy coasts of Cassino Beach,
Brazil (Cuchiara et al., 2009; Rogers and Holland, 2009) and Louisiana, USA (Kranenburg et al.,
2011). In those studies, the SWAN model (Booij et al., 1999) was used in stationary mode. In
some cases, modeling of the transformation of the swell-type waves from the offshore boundary
was their main focus. However, the main objective of this study is to quantify the interaction of
locally generated, high frequency waves (sea waves) and fluid mud along the west coast of
Louisiana, during a typical cold front condition, using the SWAN model.
The field study is shown in Figure 6.1a which is close to the Atchafalaya-Vermilion Bay
system, the largest estuary along the Louisiana coast, receiving between 15-30% of the total flow
of Mississippi River and nearly 40-50% of its suspended sediment load through the lower
Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake outlets (Allison et al., 2000; Mossa and Roberts, 1990). Based
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on the river discharge data at Simmesport station, LA (160 km north of Marsh Island) archived
over the 1952-1989 period, the average suspended sediment load of Atchafalaya River is 84
million tons per year, which includes 17% sand (Allison et al., 2000). Away from sand shoals
(e.g. Tiger and Trinity Shoals shown in Figure 6.1a) and oyster reefs on the inner shelf adjacent
to Marsh Island, the mean particle diameter of bottom sediments is 2-7 µm, which is the same as
the size of suspended particles from the lower Atchafalaya River (Sheremet et al., 2005; Wells
and Kemp, 1981).

Figure 6.1. a) The study area, Atchafalaya Bay and the surrounding shelf. The location of
deployment sites at the Tiger Shoal and CSI03 station are also shown. The shadings
represent a qualitative extension of various sediment types in the Atchafalaya shelf,
modified from Neill and Allison (2005). The dotted rectangle represents the approximate
computational domain of SWAN; b) the location of the study area with respect to the Gulf
of Mexico.

The turbid plume exiting the Atchafalaya bay system, which is advected to the west along
the Louisiana coast, is referred to as “mud stream” (Wells and Kemp, 1981). The mud stream is
confined to water depths of less than 10 m (Kineke et al., 2006), moving westward due to a
sustained westerly low frequency circulation of Texas-Louisiana shelf during non-summer
months (Cochrane and Kelly, 1986). During the passage of cold fronts over the Atchafalaya
Shelf, which occur every 4-7 days in winter/spring seasons, the wind direction changes clockwise from pre-frontal southeast direction to south, west, and eventually to north. Westerly winds
disrupt the westward movement of the mud stream and Ekman transport contributes to extending
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the sediment plume farther to the south. The prefrontal water level set-up along the Atchafalaya
Bay would also be released once the front crossed the region (Feng and Li, 2010). Sustained
northerly wind during the cold fronts facilitates the rapid seaward flushing of sediment-laden
plumes from the Atchafalaya River and Wax Lake outlets (Walker and Hammack, 2000). Based
on data from a transect south of Marsh Island, Allison et al. (2000) showed that during early
stages of a frontal passage, the suspended sediment concentration (SSC) in the entire water
column can exceed 1 g/l in water depth shallower than 5 m. After a few hours of wind speed
weakening, accumulation of sediments close to bed can form a fluid mud with concentrations of
more than 25 g/l.
The presence of the mud stream significantly influences the wave characteristics of the
western Louisiana coast. By deploying an array of wave sensors approximately 70 km west of
Marsh Island, Elgar and Raubenheimer (2008) demonstrated the rapid dissipation of wave
energy when it propagates across the Atchafalaya mud stream. Simultaneous measurement of
waves and SSC from an offshore station on Atchafalaya shelf (CSI 03 in Figure 6.1a) showed
that SSC could reach 0.5 g/l, throughout the water column, during the passage of Hurricane
Claudette. During the waning phase of the storm, sediments accumulated at bottom layers of the
water column and a persistent high SSC remained at 1 m above the bottom (mab) (Sheremet et
al., 2005). Sheremet and Stone (2003) compared the time series of wave height and period
measured at CSI03 with another station located 150 km southeast of the Atchafalaya-Vermillion
Bay system in a sandy environment, having the same depth. They found that mud-induced
dissipation affects not only the long waves but also the high frequency waves, which in turn
interact scantly with the sea bottom.
If fluid mud is formed close to coast during the passage of a cold front, and mud-induced
dissipation is able to effectively dissipate high frequency waves, then the wave growth rate
simulated by a wave model during the northerly winds of a cold front event should be
overestimated. Evaluating this hypothesis is the first objective of this study. Moreover, it is
relevant to see whether the inclusion of mud-induced energy dissipation term to the model would
improve the simulated wave spectrum, compared to observed data, and how this improvement is
different from manipulating the non-cohesive bed friction term available in the model.
Estimation of rheology and mud distribution required to reproduce the in situ observation during
a cold front passage is the final objective of this study.
To achieve these goals, the wave information at CSI03 is used because this station has
enough fetch against northerly wind for wave growth, and it is also located in the muddy
environment. In order to include the effects of southerly swell in the wave modeling, a tripod is
deployed further offshore in a non-cohesive environment (approximately 8 km south of CSI03).
A brief explanation of instrumentation used in this study is presented in section 6.2. The
methodology of this study and the model used here are described in section 6.3. The results of
simulations are presented in section 6.4. Several discussions on the results and methodology are
given in section 6.5, and conclusions in section 6.6.
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6.2 Experimental Setting
The upper water column at the TT1 station shown in Figure 6.1a was monitored using an
upward looking 1200 kHz RDI workhorse ADCP. A downward looking SonTek 1.5 MHz
PCADP was also deployed to record high resolution velocity profiles close to the bottom. Both
instruments had inbuilt pressure sensors which provided the water depth variation.
Inshore the TT1 station, a permanent observation station noted as CSI03 in Figure 6.1a,
provided the meteorological as well as hydrodynamic conditions close to the shore. This station
is part of the Wave, Current and Surge Information System (WAVCIS), designed to provide
continuous observation of met-ocean conditions from the northern Gulf of Mexico (Stone et al.,
2001). Note that wind speed and direction were measured approximately 24 m above the water
surface; and were converted to the equivalent neutral wind, following the method of Liu and
Tang (1996). The instrumentation at CSI03 and TT1 used in this study is summarized in Table
6.1. Although wave measurements were available for more than 1 month, the failure of the wind
sensor on April 1 2009 limits this modeling study to the first 13 days of deployment.

Table 6.1, Different instruments used at CSI03 and TT1 tripod
Location

CSI03

Instrument

Purpose

ADCP

Hourly wave
and current data

Pressure sensor

Hourly wave data

Meteorological
sensors
ADCP
TT1
PC-ADP

Hourly wind vectors, air
and water temperature,
humidity and barometric
pressure
10 minute-averaged
current every 20 minutes
Hourly wave, and bottom
boundary layer data

Considerations
2048 samples at2 Hz frequency, bin size
was 0.5 m and the sensor head was
located 0.5 mab
2048 samples at2 Hz frequency, located
2 mab; failed on March 24 2009
Sampled at 1 Hz for a 10 min period and
the average values were recorded;
failed on April 1 2009
Sensor head at 0.75 mab, bin size was
0.25 m; failed on March 25 2009
2048 samples at 2 Hz frequency, The
Transducer head was approximately 1.1
mab, with 37 bins of 3.3 cm wide
starting from 15 cm below the sensor.

6.3 Method
6.3.1 Implementation of Mud-induced Wave Damping in SWAN
Kranenburg et al. (2011) assumed a viscous two-layer model in which a non-viscous nonhydrostatic fluid moves over a viscous hydrostatic lower layer. The mud-induced dissipation
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term, S mud , was derived as a function of the real part of the pressure variation on the interface,
ρ̂1, z=hm , the amplitudes of surface, a , the interface displacements, b , and their phase difference,

ϕ , as given by the following equation:
S mud = −σ

Re{ρˆ1, z =hm } b

ρ w ga

a

sin ϕ E

(6.4)

Their model assumed that the viscous dissipation is the main mechanism of energy
damping in the mud layer and the effects of elasticity and plasticity are negligible. Kranenburg
et al. (2011) also showed that their model can reproduce the results of the models suggested by
Gade (1958) for shallow water depth, by Ng (2000) for small relative mud thickness, and by
Dalrymple and Liu (1978) for large relative mud thickness in deep water.
In order to solve the implicit dispersion relation for a complex wave number, Kranenburg
et al. (2011) used an algorithm based on Argand diagrams in which viscosity was assumed to be
equal to zero at the starting point, and increased by a small value at each step until it reached its
proper value. The solution of the previous step was used as a starting point for solving the
dispersion equation using the DZANLY routine of IMSL commercial package (Kranenburg,
2008). This method is accurate but time-consuming and cannot be used for performing an
efficient non-stationary simulation in which the solution of dispersion relation is required for
each time step. In this study, the dispersion equation of Kranenburg et al. (2011) is modified as
follows:
 1 ρ w tanh k c hw tanh mhm
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+ hm w tanh kc hw  + σ 3 2ik cν m 1 −
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(6.5)

in which k c is complex wave number, ν m is the viscosity of mud layer, hm and hw are the
thicknesses of mud layer and water layer respectively, ρ m and ρ w are the densities of mud layer
and water layer respectively, and m = (1 − i ) σ 2ν m where i = − 1 . Although this equation is
mathematically equivalent to equation (25) of Kranenburg et al. (2011), it has the advantage that
the iterative method of Müller (e.g. Press et al. (1992)) can solve it with only few iterations. The
Müller’s method requires three initial values for starting the iterations. The first starting value is
created from explicit solution of the dispersion equations of Gade (1958) and Guo (2002) using
the equation suggested by Kranenburg et al. (2011). The next two starting values are obtained by
solving equation (6.5) using Newton’s method with only two iterations. Moreover, in case of a
very thin layer of mud, the explicit formulation of Ng (2000) is a better starting value for the
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iterations than any of the values predicted by Gade (1958) or Guo (2002). Therefore in the
proposed algorithm, whenever hm / hw exceeds 0.05, the formulation of Ng (2000) is used for
iterations.
Using this algorithm, the computational effort required to solve the dispersion equation
(6.5) is reduced by two orders of magnitude. Since the calculation required for the mud-induced
dissipation term with previous algorithm is the most time-consuming part of the code, the new
algorithm significantly improves the efficiency of the model.
The SWAN version 40.51 was used originally to test the implementation of muddissipation in stationary mode (Kranenburg, 2008). In order to benefit from new bug fixes and
modifications in the newer versions of SWAN, the code version 40.85 was employed in this
study. The new code was tested against the propagation test cases shown in Kranenburg et al.
(2011).
The code was further modified to solve the two-layer dispersion equation at each time
step in the non-stationary mode. The implementation was verified by reproducing the same
results for asymptotic non-stationary simulations and corresponding stationary simulations for
different configuration of wind and boundary waves for the same computational domain.

6.3.2 Wind Sea and Swell Separation
It is worthwhile to distinguish between the components of waves which are locally driven
by wind (wind sea) and the components which have been generated far offshore (swells). In
order to separate different wave components, the wave partitioning procedure of Hanson et al.
(2009) was employed. As a first step, the spectrum was partitioned to isolate the spectral peaks
and then, following Hanson and Phillips (2001), the next wave age criteria was used to
distinguish between wind sea and swell waves:
c p ≤ (1.5) U 10 cos δ ,

0≤δ ≤

π
2

(6.6)

in which c p denotes wave phase speed, U 10 is wind speed at 10 m above mean sea level,
and δ is the angle between wind and wave components.
During the passage of cold fronts, the wind veers rapidly and another criterion is needed
to distinguish between wind seas and young swells, which are recently released from the
influence of wind forcing. Following Hanson and Phillips (1999), the wind sea component
should maintain energy above a threshold level estimated by the equilibrium range theory of
Phillips (1985). Finally, all wind sea peaks and swell peaks are combined to have one wind sea
zone and one swell zone. An example of this algorithm is shown in Figure 6.2, which shows that
wind from northwest generates the wind sea while the southerly low frequency swell waves are
still present. After extracting the sea and swell zones in spectral domain, the same zones were
used to calculate simulated sea and swell wave height from the modeling results.
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Figure 6.2. Wind sea and swell partitions of the wave spectrum measured by ADCP at
CSI03 at 08:00 GMT, March 28 2009 are separated by solid curve. The arrow shows the
dominant wind direction, and the dash lines correspond to frequencies of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and
0.4 Hz.

6.3.3 Modeling Setup
The computational domain of the wave model is shown in Figure 6.3 with dash lines.
The hourly measured wave spectra at TT1 were used as a uniform boundary condition at the
southern boundary of the domain. The hourly wind speed and direction at CSI03 was also
assumed to be uniform for the entire domain. The grid sizes in the north-south direction and the
west-east direction were 300 and 450 m respectively. A grid sensitivity test showed that chosen
spatial resolution had no effect on the model results. Similar analysis showed that a time step as
small as 60 second was required during wind turning.
The WAM cycle 4 package of SWAN was employed for energy input from wind and
energy dissipation by the whitecapping. The nonlinear quadruplet wave-wave interaction was
estimated by the Discrete Interaction Approximation formulation (DIA) (Hasselmann et al.,
1985). The linear wave growth term of Cavaleri and Rizzoli (1981) was also activated to
provide more realistic results in early stages of wave development. Moreover, the nonlinear triad
interaction and the depth-induced wave breaking were considered according to Eldeberky (1996)
and Battjes and Janssen (1978) respectively (see section 6.5.3). As explained in section 6.1, the
bed friction formulation of Madsen et al. (1988) required the estimation of bottom roughness
length scale, and the value of K N = 0.01 m was selected based on calibration.
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Figure 6.3. Computational domain used for wave modeling. Different assumed seaward
extensions for mud layer are shown with black lines. The coordinate system is UTM 15.

The mud-induced dissipation term also requires density, kinematic viscosity, and
thickness of mud layer as well as its spatial extent. According to Wells (Wells, 1983), the fluid
mud zone extends to 5-8 km offshore in the west of the study area. Since cold fronts push the
sediment from Atchafalaya River southward (Walker and Hammack, 2000), it is expected that
the fluid mud would be found further offshore. As shown in Figure 6.3, seaward of the zone of
fluid mud was assumed to have the same distance ( X m ) from the coastline in the study area, but
several values were assumed for X m . Based on similar studies on wave-dissipation by fluid mud
(Elgar and Raubenheimer, 2008; Kranenburg et al., 2011; Rogers and Holland, 2009; Sheremet
et al., 2011; Winterwerp et al., 2007), different values for each of the aforementioned mud
parameters were assumed as summarized in Table 6.2. Note that for simulations which include
wave damping term, the non-cohesive bed friction term was activated outside of the zone of fluid
mud.

Table 6.2. Different values used for parameters needed for inclusion of mud-induced
dissipation term in SWAN
ν m (m2/s)

X m (km from coastline)

hm (m)

ρ m (kg/m3)

0.0001, 0.001, 0.003,
0.01, 0.1, 0.3

12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17

0.05, 0.2, 0.3

1080, 1300

Current speed and water level in the domain varied during the cold front. The mean
current speed exceeded 0.5 m/s during the cold front passage of March 2009. It was important to
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include wave-current interaction in the wave model to include the Doppler shifting effect of
current on high frequency sea waves in the wave model. The simulation result of MIKE21 was
used to provide these data for SWAN. Details of the hydrodynamic model and its calibration
were discussed in Stone et al. (2012).

6.4 Results
The wind vectors measured at CSI03 during the deployment are presented in Figure 6.4a.
Note that this time period consisted of an extensive southerly wind system beginning March 22.
It was interrupted with brief northerly wind fronts March 26 and 27 for a few hours. The cold
front crossed the coast on March 28 and continued for two days until the southerly wind again
prevailed over the study area.
The measured wave height at CSI03 and the corresponding simulated results from
SWAN using a non-cohesive bed friction formulation are shown in Figure 6.4b. Although the
model is in fairly good agreement with the field dataset in general, there are several time periods
in which the model could not reproduce the measured wave height. The periods of discrepancy
in wave heights labeled as (II) and (III) were few hours in which northerly wind intruded and the
assumption that the measured wind at CSI03 was a good representative of the entire domain was
most likely not valid. The wind during the time period labeled as (I) was weak, and a nonuniform spatial structure of wind as well as a low signal-to-noise ratio for buoy data could
explain the overestimation of the model. However this could not explain the overestimation of
simulated wave height for the periods labeled as (IV) and (V), because the strong northerly wind
persisted during March 28-29, and the wave height was relatively large.

Figure 6.4. a) The hourly wind vectors measured at CSI03; b) the measured and simulated
wave height at CSI03. The incidents of discrepancy between model with non-cohesive
friction term and in situ measurements are identified and labeled in panel (b).
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The result of SWAN with the mud-induced dissipation term showed that X m = 14 km
resulted in the best performance of model, and viscosity is the main controlling parameter for the
wave height measured at CSI03. Sensitivity of the model to mud layer thickness, density, and
width of mud layer from the coastline are discussed in section 6.5.1. In Figure 6.5, the swell and
sea wave heights from buoy are compared with results of SWAN using the non-cohesive
dissipation term as well as the mud-induced damping term with different values forν m . As
shown in Figures 6.5a and 6.5c, the swell waves at CSI03 are underestimated but weakly
affected by viscosity of the mud layer.
Figure 6.5b and 6.5d depict the overestimation of sea waves by using the non-cohesive
formulation of SWAN. Moreover, the sea wave height strongly depends on ν m , and high values
of viscosity are more appropriate at the early phase of each event. A high value of viscosity
(ν m = 0.8 m2/s) was also reported by Kranenburg et al. (2011), when they simulate waves
approaching Big Constance Lake, about 50 km west of the present study area. Moreover,
compared to the dissipation term for a non-cohesive environment, the mud-induced dissipation
term resulted in faster attenuation of sea waves. Field evidence of the higher dissipation rate of
short waves in the waning phase of a storm over a muddy bottom as compared to a sandy
environment was also reported by Sheremet and Stone (2003).

Figure 6.5. a,b) The measured and simulated swell and sea component of wave spectrum on
March 28 ; c,d) The same as a,b but for March 29.
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Note that increasing either the mud viscosity in the mud-induced wave damping term or
roughness height in the non-cohesive bed friction term decreases the wave height. In addition,
the mud-induced dissipation term is much more computationally intense than the non-cohesive
dissipation term. Therefore, the question might be asked “Could the non-cohesive dissipation
term result in the same wave spectra by adjusting the roughness height without using the mudinduced dissipation term?” In order to see whether inclusion of the mud-induced dissipation in
SWAN is the same as increasing the roughness length in the formulation by Madsen et al.
(1988), SWAN was also run with K N = 0.05 m and K N = 0.1 m.

Figure 6.6. a) The bias for spectral evolution at CSI03 station, for SWAN using noncohesive formulation of bed friction with three values of Kn, when compared against
SWAN with mud-dissipation term and having three values for νm, on March 28 2009; b)
the same as (a) but for March 29 2009.

The biases of spectrum evolution for these simulations are compared in Figure 6.6a for
March 28. The effect of increasing K N from 0.01 to 0.1 m on the bias of spectrum evolution is
quite similar to increasing ν m from 0.001 to 0.01 m2/s. However, K N = 0.1 m slightly worsen the
underestimation of frequency band of 0.1-0.2 Hz after hour 13:00, while its effect on the high
frequency band of 0.3-0.4 Hz before hour 13:00 is less than ν m = 0.01 m2/s. As shown in Figure
6.6b, the effect of increasing K N on the bias of spectrum evolution is not the same as increasing
ν m for March 29. Although the increase of K N from 0.01 m to 0.05 m partially ameliorated the

overestimation of energy in the high frequency band of the spectrum, further increase of K N
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from 0.05 m to 0.1 m did not help at all. During this time period, increasing ν m in the mudinduced dissipation term consistently increases the dissipation in the high frequency end of
spectrum with minor changes in low frequency components. Note that the bias of spectrum
evolution is close to zero for SWAN with the mud-induced dissipation term using ν m = 0.1 and
0.001 m2/s before and after hour 11:00 respectively. Therefore, the result of the wave model
with a mud-induced dissipation term is quite different from the model with only a non-cohesive
bed friction term.

6.5 Discussions
6.5.1 Sensitivity to the Parameters of Mud Layer
The sea and swell wave heights measured at CSI03 were compared with the simulation
result of SWAN with the mud-induced dissipation term using different mud width from coastline
in Figure 6.7a,b. For this set of simulations, ν m = 0.001 m2/s, ρ m = 1300 kg/m3 and hm = 0.2 m
were assumed. The overestimation of sea waves became worse if X m < 14 km was used while
using X m > 14 km did not further ameliorate the overestimation of sea waves. On the other hand,
using values of X m > 14 km, there was more dissipation on swell waves, which was not
favorable. This process was repeated with different values for viscosity of mud, and the pattern
was quite similar. The selection of X m = 14 km was also in agreement with the observation of
high concentration of sediment at CSI03 during the passage of a storm reported by Sheremet et
al. (2005), and cohesive sediment observed at this station before and after deployments in this
study. Note that sediment samples taken from Tiger Shoal were composed of high fraction of
shell and shell hash up to 3 km north of TT1 (Stone G.W. et al., 2012). The PC-ADP backscatter
intensity at TT1 (not shown here) also suggested a stable bottom during the study period.
Therefore, TT1 should be outside of the fluid mud zone, and CSI03 should be inside the fluid
mud zone as it is using X m = 14 km.
The sensitivity of sea and swell at CSI03 to the thickness of mud layer assumed in the
model is presented in Figure 6.7c,d for ν m = 0.1 and ν m = 0.001 m2/s. It is clear that the
difference between model results for three values of hm = 0.05 , hm = 0.2 and hm = 0.3 are
negligible, and mud thickness is not the primary controlling factor of waves at CSI03. Similarly,
Figure 6.7e,f shows that the effect of changing density from 1300 kg/m3 to 1080 kg/m3 is
negligible for ν m = 0.1 and ν m = 0.001 m2/s. Note that CSI03 is on the southern boundary of the
mud layer and its weak sensitivity to the thickness of fluid mud and its density does not imply
that these parameters are of secondary importance in the mud-induced dissipation term. In fact,
wave height contours of the simulation results (not shown here) suggest that changing the fluid
mud characteristics such as its thickness has a profound effect on wave parameters closer to the
coast. However, since there was no in situ measurement available in the shallower water, it was
not possible to evaluate the model outputs north of CSI03.
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Figure 6.7. Sensitivity of simulated sea and swell waves at CSI03 station to: a,b) Xm
(offshore extent of fluid mud). Note that νm=0.001 m2/s and hm=0.2 m are used for all
simulation; c,d) hm (thickness of fluid mud); e,f) ρm (density of fluid mud).

6.5.2 Dissipation of Swell Waves
Figure 6.5a,c shows that the simulated swell waves are overly dissipated in both time
periods. The underestimation of swell waves in the presence of sea waves is one of the known
problems of the WAM type formulation (van der Westhuysen et al., 2007). The dependence of
the whitecapping term of WAM cycle4 formulation on the average wave steepness and wave
number results in a decrease in the dissipation of sea waves and an increase in the dissipation of
swell waves (Ardhuin et al., 2010). The whitecapping formulation developed by van der
Westhuysen et al (2007) could potentially fix this problem. However, employing this
formulation accompanied by the wind input formulation of Yan (1987) resulted in local high
energy spots in some grid points of the computational domain. During the rapid change of wind
direction and speed, a part of the wave energy in the high frequency end of the spectrum in the
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earlier wind direction was not being dissipated enough at those grid points. Therefore, those
nodes lose their energy too slowly. Decreasing the time step or increasing the spatial resolution,
or even replacing the bathymetry with the ideal case having shore parallel contours did not solve
this problem. Most likely, the erroneously wide distribution of DIA was fixed by the
directionally narrow distribution of the wind energy term of the WAM cycle 4 formulation.
Therefore, there was no such problem when the WAM cycle 4 package of SWAN was
employed. Due to the high computational cost of the exact formulation of nonlinear wave-wave
interaction, it was not possible to test this hypothesis here, and WAM cycle 4 was used for all
simulations presented in this study.

6.5.3 Effects of Other Shallow Water Processes
Nonlinear triad wave interaction and wave breaking are two important nearshore
processes. The lumped triad approximation method proposed by Eldeberky (1996) to estimate
the nonlinear triad interaction is criticized for overestimating the transfer of energy from peak
frequency to the second harmonic. It does not consider higher harmonics or the transfer of
energy to low frequency harmonics (Booij et al., 2009). The depth-induced breaking formulation
of Battjes and Janssen (1978) is also a function of γ , the ratio of wave height to depth; and there
is not an agreement on the value of γ in the literature (e.g. see section 5.2 of Svendsen (2006)).
Moreover, Winterwerp et al. (2007) showed an aerial photograph in which waves are damped in
the presence of fluid mud, and there is no foam or any other visible sign of wave breaking.
Therefore the simultaneous use of a depth-induced wave breaking term and a mud-induced wave
attenuation term may be questionable. Therefore, the importance of these processes during the
study period is evaluated to ensure their minor effects on the conclusions of research presented in
this paper.
As shown in Figure 6.8a, the effect of the inclusion of depth-induced wave breaking and
the nonlinear triad wave interaction formulation on simulated wave height is insignificant.
Moreover, simultaneous inclusion of the triad wave interaction and the mud-induced wave
damping term was reported to produce unrealistic results in some wave simulations (Kranenburg
et al., 2011). Therefore, all mud simulations in this study were performed without the inclusion
of the approximate term for nonlinear triad interactions. Figure 6.8b presents the time series of
γ during the study period, which is well below the reported field values such as 0.6 by Thornton
and Guza (Thornton and Guza, 1983). The steepness of waves shown in Figure 6.8c is below
Miche (1944) which is another criterion for wave breaking. Therefore, Figure 6.8 implies that
the uncertainties in the formulations of these shallow water processes do not have any significant
impact on the simulation results of this study.

6.5.4 Boundary Conditions
The use of wave spectra from TT1 as a uniform offshore boundary condition at the
southern part of the domain introduces an error that could affect the conclusions of this study.
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To estimate this error, waves in the Gulf of Mexico were simulated for the time period of this
study using the wind data from the North American Regional Re-analyzed database of National
Center for Environmental Prediction NCEP/NOAA) server. The wave spectra resulted from the
modeling were used to perform two wave simulations with the same setup of SWAN as
explained in section 6.3.3. In the first simulation, the non-uniform offshore boundary condition
was implemented and in the second one, the wave spectrum at the middle point of the southern
boundary was uniformly applied. Results show the wave height variation in the offshore
boundary condition (southern boundary shown in Figure 6.2) led to maximum change of less
than 7 cm at CSI03 during a weak wind event. Particularly, during March 23-29, the wave
height at CSI03 did not vary more than 2 cm (5 % relative change) between these two
simulations, suggesting that the boundary effect was not a major source of error.

Figure 6.8. Time series of a) wave height resulted from SWAN without triad interaction
and depth-induced breaking term (solid line), with triad interaction term (∆), and with
depth induced breaking term (+); b) breaker parameter ϒ; c) wave steepness and its limit
from formulation of Miche (1944). All values are measured/calculated for CSI03.
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6.5.5 Stationary and Non-Stationary
The time series of simulated wave heights using stationary and non-stationary
discretization of equation (6.1) are shown in Figure 6.9. The mud-induced dissipation term was
inactive in both of these simulations. Moreover, the curvature-based stopping criterion was used
for the stationary simulation, which was more accurate than the default criterion of SWAN
(Zijlema and van der Westhuysen, 2005). Following Rogers et al. (2007), each stationary
simulation was initialized with a low energy condition to avoid the potential of positive bias.
Note that the difference between the two methods increased during northerly wind (see Figure
6.3a), especially on March 29. Considering the overestimation of SWAN with the non-cohesive
formulation in the time period labeled as V in Figure 6.3b, it is clear that the stationary
assumption potentially worsens the performance of the wave model under a rapidly varying wind
field.

Figure 6.9. Time series of wave height at CSI03 resulted from stationary and nonstationary simulations of waves during the time period of measured data in March 2009.

6.5.6 Wave Height Close to the Coastline
As shown in section 6.5.1, the change in the viscosity of fluid mud within the assumed
values of Table 2 significantly affected the wave height at CSI03. In Figure 6.10, the
distribution of wave heights at the peak of storm on March 29 2009 is shown for SWAN using
the mud-induced dissipation term with ν m = 0.1 and ν m = 0.001 m2/s. Note that wind was from
north-west for a couple of hours before this snapshot and the dominant wave direction was from
the same direction. The wave growth in shallow water was hindered more when ν m = 0.1 m2/s
was used for the fluid mud. Therefore, the 0.3 m contour of wave height is closer to the coast
when ν m = 0.001 m2/s was used. However, as waves propagate offshore, water depth increases
and the importance of the fluid mud term decreases. The similarity of the wave height contours
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of 0.7 and 1m between two cases confirms that mud-induced dissipation is of secondary
importance in a water depth close to 4 m.
The complex dependence of normalized mud-induced energy dissipation of waves,
S mud / E , on fluid mud viscosity and wave frequency are demonstrated in Figure 6.11a,b for two
water depths. In general, S mud / E increases as viscosity increases for both hw = 0.5m and
hw = 4m . However, for hw = 0.5m , the normalized dissipation is a weak function of wave

frequency in the range of 0.03-0.5 Hz when viscosity of fluid mud is less than 0.1 m2/s. The
maximum relative dissipation also occurs close to 0.36 Hz for low viscosity values of fluid mud.
However, the frequency of maximum normalized dissipation decreases to approximately 0.12 Hz
when ν m is about 0.2 m2/s, and again increases for higher viscosity values. In the case of very
shallow water with a fluid mud viscosity of ν m = Ο (1) m2/s, the mud-induced dissipation term
changes sharply over a narrow band of frequencies. In such a situation, this term effectively
attenuates the energy transferred from wind to the high frequency band of the spectrum, and
delays the process of wave growth.

Figure 6.10. The wave height contours of 0.3, 0.7 and 1 m on March 29 2009, at 8:00 GMT
are shown in solid black lines for a) νm=0.1 m2/s; b) νm=0.001 m2/s. The gray dash contours
are isobaths.

As expected, the importance of mud-induced dissipation decreases as water depth
increases. Therefore, the values of S mud / E are much smaller in Figure 6.11b than Figure 6.11a.
Note that dissipation is not a weak function of wave frequency. Moreover, the maximum of
relative dissipation is in the low frequency end of the spectrum, close to 0.13 Hz, exposing
relatively weak dissipation on short waves. Note that nonlinear triad interactions, however, can
transfer high frequency energy to the low frequency band that is efficiently dissipated by the
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fluid mud, as demonstrated by Elgar and Raubenheimer (2008), which is not accounted for by
SWAN.

6.5.7 Comparison with Ng Implementation
As mentioned in section 6.3.1, Ng (2000) proposed explicit formulations for the
imaginary part of the wave number, and the wave attenuation rate in the case of a thin layer of
mud. Avoiding the complex iteration schemes needed to find the roots of the dispersion
equation, and the numerical errors involved therein may attract the use of the Ng (2000)
approximation in wave simulations. However, this formulation is only valid when the mud layer
is thin. Increasing the viscosity increases the Stokes boundary layer thickness, δ = 2ν m σ , and
may violate the assumption of kδ << 1 needed in the derivation of the explicit formulae. In this
section, the wave dissipation of Ng (2000) is compared to the more advanced formulation of
Kranenburg et al. (2011).
Figure 6.11c,d shows the approximation of S mud / E predicted by the Ng (2000)
formulation for similar conditions as Figure 6.11a,b. For hm = 0.2m assumed in these
calculations, the approximation of Ng (2000) is not valid for ν m > 0.001 m2/s and underestimates
the mud-induced energy dissipation by several orders of magnitude. Therefore, the Ng (2000)
formulation cannot be used for simulation of wave damping close to the coast near the
Atchafalaya Bay. Although not shown here, decreasing the hm to 0.05 in Figure 6.11, increases
the importance of normalized mud-induced dissipation and consequently, the discrepancies
between formulations of Ng (2000) and Kranenburg et al. (2011).

6.6 Conclusions of Chapter 6
The algorithm presented by Kranenburg et al. (2011) to incorporate the mud-induced
dissipation of wave energy was optimized by reformatting the dispersion equation and changing
the initial value used for iterations. These modifications reduced the computational efforts
needed for each time step considerably, and made it possible to use SWAN for simulation of
wave growth over the inner shelf opposite Atchafalaya Bay using a non-stationary formulation of
wave action balance. During northerly wind of a cold front recorded in the deployment period,
the interaction of high frequency wind seas and fluid mud resulted in lower wave heights than
simulated by SWAN without the mud-induced energy dissipation term.
The directional separation of wave height into sea and swell was performed to account
for underestimation of the swell waves due to whitecapping term. This method is also not
sensitive to the inaccuracies in reproducing spectral shape by the wave model resulted from other
sink and source terms. Mud coverage, kinematic viscosity, thickness, and density were
determined by sensitivity analysis on sea and swell wave height from one station in the southern
boundary of fluid mud zone. Within the range of parameters reported in the literature, viscosity
was found to be important. The best performance of the model during the peak of the storm
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happened when high values of viscosity (0.1-1 m2/s) were used. However, lower values (0.010.001 m2/s) were better for few hours after the peak of wave height.

Figure 11. Variation of the normalized mud-induced dissipation term, Smud/E versus wave
frequency (fr) and kinematic viscosity (νm) according to a) Kranenburg et al. (2011) and
hw=0.5 m; b) Kranenburg et al. (2011) and hw=4 m; c) NG (2000) and hw=0.5 m, d) NG
(2000) and hw=4 m. The values of hm=0.2 m, ρm=1300 kg/m3 and ρm=1025 kg/m3 are used
for all panels. The solid black line represents the frequency of maximum Smud/E as a
function of νm. For specific value of νm, dashed lines mark the frequencies that Smud/E
decreases to 80% of the peak.
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In very shallow water close to the shoreline such as hw=0.5 m, the mud-induced
dissipation term strongly dissipated the energy in the high frequency end of spectrum when
kinematic viscosity was of the order of 1 m2/s. However the dissipation broadened in the
frequency domain as the viscosity decreased to 0.1 and the peak of dissipation shifted to the low
frequency range of the spectrum. The frequency of maximum relative dissipation returned to the
high frequency end of the spectrum for ν m < 0.01 m2/s and the dissipation term became a weak
function of frequency. In deeper water, such as hw=4 m, the mud-induced dissipation term was a
strong function of frequency and attenuated the energy mainly from a narrow band at low
frequency end of the spectrum regardless of fluid mud viscosity (in the range of 10-5-1 m2/s).
It was also shown that the explicit formulation of Ng (2000) could not reproduce abovementioned behavior of the energy dissipation when the kinematic viscosity exceeded 0.001 m2/s.
Effort was also made to reproduce the same simulation results with the non-cohesive bed friction
formulation of SWAN. However, the use of the energy dissipation formulation of Madsen et al.
(1988), even with artificially high values of roughness height, could not provide enough
dissipation on high frequency waves.
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CHAPTER 7: SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS
As described in previous chapters, the phase averaged wave models were employed to
simulate the waves in the Gulf of Mexico and along the Louisiana coast. Two wave models,
WAVEWATCH-III and SWAN, were skill assessed in idealized cases, and also during the
passages of several cold fronts and hurricanes. Research results allowed for the following
conclusions:

7.1 Calibration of Whitecapping Term
The whitecapping term of the WAM-3 formulation was originally calibrated so that it can
reproduce the parametric wave spectra such as the spectrum of Pierson and Moskowitz (1964),
proposed for fully developed conditions. Several alternatives of two widely used formulations
of white capping, WAM-3 and WAM-4 were calibrated using in situ measurements from NDBC
buoys and WAVCIS stations from the Gulf of Mexico. This calibration process resulted in
significant improvement in the performance of the model in the Gulf of Mexico.
The alternative formulations of WAM-3 and WAM-4 were considered by assuming
higher dependence of wave dissipation on the wave number and the wave steepness relative to
the original formulations. Although all configurations resulted in a similar level of accuracy for
wave height, the performance of SWAN with each configuration was different in simulating
wave period and idealized wave growth.
Increasing the power of the steepness term in the WAM-3 formulation from 2 to 3
slightly decreased the Scatter Index of wave height and also improved the resulting bias for small
Hs and short Tp. It also outperformed the original WAM-3 formulation in reproducing fetchlimited growth curves as well as the saturation level for the wave spectrum.
Increasing the power of wave number component in the whitecapping formulation of the
WAM-3 partially ameliorated the underestimation of average wave period. The direct
dissipation of energy in the high frequency end of the wave spectrum, and indirect effects of
changing the mean wave number contributed to this improvement. However, during strong and
steady wind, the spurious energy transfer to the low frequency portion of the wave spectrum
could result in a bimodal wave spectrum. Incorporation of a higher order wave number term in
WAM-4 also resulted in the model being prone to developing a bimodal energy spectrum.
A similar level of accuracy for wave height was achieved by using WAM-4 alternatives.
However, the average wave period was predicted better by the WAM-4 alternatives than original
WAM-3 and its alternatives.

7.2 Slope of High Frequency Tail and Cut-off Frequency
As explained in Chapter 3, the high cut-off frequency in the model determines the
maximum modal frequency for which model numerically solves the wave balance equation.
Because the model requires the energy content at frequencies larger than maximum model
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frequency, a power law with the slope of n is assumed beyond the high cut-off frequency for
wave spectrum.
The WAM-3 formulation was very sensitive to the assumed high cut-off frequency and
assumed power law for the diagnostic frequency tail. Although SWAN assumes n=4 when the
WAM-3 formulation was used, the use of n=5 was shown to be more successful for reproducing
the bulk wave parameters in oceanic scales, especially during low energy events. Moreover, use
of the WAM-3 formulation transferred too much energy beyond the equilibrium range of the
spectrum. Therefore, use of cut-off frequency close to 0.5 Hz was suggested rather than the
default value of 1 Hz. The repetition of the same simulations using WAVEWATCH-III
confirmed that the numerical scheme was not responsible for high energy content at frequency
band of 0.5-1 Hz.
The higher dissipation imposed on the high frequency end of the spectrum when the
WAM-4 or Westhuysen formulations were employed led to low energy content in the high
frequency end of the spectrum. Therefore, these formulations were not sensitive to the exponent
used for the tail form or the assumed cut-off frequency. This feature can be used to decrease the
time needed to perform a simulation by choosing the cutoff frequency close to 0.5 Hz instead of
1 Hz.

7.3 Use of Sediment Characteristics in Bed Friction Term
Chapter 4 was concerned with comparing two bed friction formulations: a simple
formulation of JONSWAP, and the eddy-viscosity model presented by Madsen et al. (1988).
Inclusion of the latter one increased the total computational time by approximately 4%, and
required roughness height of the bed. The limited comparisons of the model results with in situ
observations suggested a better performance of the formulation of Madsen et al. (1988) when
roughness height was estimated based on the grain size of seabed sediments. Therefore, this
formulation was used in later chapters to include the bottom friction effects in the model.
During severe storms and hurricanes, such as Hurricane Dennis 2005, the difference
between JONSWAP and Madsen et al. (1988) formulations could exceed 1.5 m or 40% of local
wave height. During the passage of Hurricane Dennis, the spatial extension of the difference
between two formulations could exceed beyond the 30 m isobath. However, during fair-weather
and storm conditions, the difference between using these two formulations became largely
confined to landward of the 15m isobath.

7.4 Inclusion of Mud-induced Attenuation of Wave Energy
The algorithm presented by Kranenburg et al. (2011) to solve the complex dispersion
equation was modified to reduce the computational efforts required to find the complex wave
numbers. The SWAN with and without mud-induced damping term was used to simulate the
wave growth over the inner shelf opposite Atchafalaya Bay. Compared to in situ observations,
high frequency wind seas were significantly overestimated by SWAN without mud-induced
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energy dissipation term. Increasing the roughness height in the non-cohesive bed friction term
resulted in too much dissipation in low frequency waves and only slightly decreased of
overestimation in short waves. Therefore, another mechanism was required to damp the high
frequency waves over the Atchafalaya shelf during northerly wind.
Using the directional partitioning of sea and swell waves, the underestimation of swell
waves were separated from overestimation of wind seas. The mud layer density, thickness,
density and its spatial extent were determined by sensitivity analysis on sea and swell waves.
The model results indicated the high value of fluid mud viscosity (0.1-1 m2/s) during the peak of
the storm. However, a few hours after the passage of the peak waves, the lower value of mud
viscosity (0.01-0.001 m2/s) resulted in better agreement with observations.
In a water depth of 0.5 m, the normalized mud-induced damping term strongly dissipated
the energy on high frequency end of spectrum when kinematic viscosity was of the order of 1
m2/s. However, the dissipation was not a narrow function of frequency for mud viscosity smaller
than 0.1. Due to dissipation of high frequency waves in shallow water close to the coastline, the
mud-induced damping decreased the effective fetch of the wind, and hindered the wave growth.
Note that increasing the water depth decreased the importance of the mud-induced damping
term. In deeper water such as hw=4 m, the mud dissipation term was a strong function of
frequency, and mainly attenuated a narrow band of low frequencies close to 0.13 Hz regardless
of fluid mud viscosity (in the range of 10-5-1 m2/s).

7.5 Directions for Future Research
In Chapter 2, it was shown that the use of a wind input formulation from the WAM-4
package in SWAN in conjunction with WAM-3 white capping term was the most successful
combination in hindcasting the peak period in the Gulf of Mexico. This combination also
outperforms all WAM-3 alternatives in the estimation of average wave period. The use of the
WAM-3 formulation of SWAN with the highly dynamic wind condition presented in Chapter 6
was not successful and resulted in numerical instabilities. Indications are evident that the wind
input formulation also plays an important role in the performance of wave models, and part of
their below par performance can be resolved by modifying the wind input term instead of the
white capping term. The WAM-4 wind input formulation is 10 times more computationally
expensive than WAM-3 wind input formulation and results in approximately a 30% extension in
total computational time. However, it enhances the overall performance of the model. The indepth analysis of the available wind input term and evaluating their alternatives is worthy of
notice for future research.
As shown in Chapter 3, the use of WAVEWATCH-III with the wind input and white
capping dissipation terms proposed by Tolman and Chalikov, (1996) resulted in considerable
overestimation of energy dissipation for the Gulf of Mexico. Therefore, a new calibration
process is needed to remedy the underestimation of wave energy in low frequency end of the
spectrum simulated by this package.
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Comparing the WAVEWATCH-III performance using the WAM-3 formulation and a
dynamic high cut-off frequency with a static cut-off frequency showed that the dynamic cut-off
frequency resulted in better hindcast results with less computational cost. Therefore, in order to
efficiently use SWAN at oceanic scales, the implementation of a dynamic cut-off frequency in
the source code is required.
As explained in Chapter 6, the numerical algorithm to solve the complex dispersion
equation in the presence of a mud layer was improved in this study. However, the mud-induced
wave attenuation term is still one of the most time consuming parts of the source code. The
available explicit formulations for the imaginary part of the complex wavenumber have been
proposed for special cases, and cannot be used in a general shallow water wave model.
Proposing an explicit approximation formulation for the roots of the dispersion equation
presented in Chapter 6 and optimizing the model calculations are the potential future research
areas to improve the model performance. Moreover, the performance of the model was
evaluated only close to the offshore boundary of the mud zone. Using a series of pressure
sensors inside the mud zone can provide further details about the dynamical interaction of fluid
mud and waves, and the performance of the formulations used in this study.
Nonlinear quadratic and triad wave interactions are also among the source and sink terms
which need to be optimized for the Gulf of Mexico. The approximate method used for nonlinear
quadratic wave interaction has been shown to be responsible for several problems in the third
generation wave models. The implementation of other approximate methods such as the reduced
integration approach (Lin and Perrie, 1999) or the multiple representative quadruplets
(Hashimoto and Kawaguchi, 2001; Resio and Perrie, 2008; van Vledder GP., 2001) can
potentially improve the performance of the wave model. Triad wave-wave interaction is also an
important process in shallow water which transfers energy to higher and lower frequencies. The
method implemented in the official release of SWAN is based on a relatively old Boussinesq
equation, and sacrifices the accuracy for efficiency by ignoring higher order terms. The use of a
more recent Boussinesq equation for deriving the nonlinear term, or the more accurate
formulations such as the one presented recently by Booij et al. (2009) may improve the model
performance and needs to be validated.
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